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Abstract 

 

Over the past decades, the so-called Fossil Lagerstätten have been in the core of 

discussions concerning the palaeobiological and geological history of the Earth. In 

particular, the Crato Member from the Santana Formation (Araripe Basin, north-east 

Brazil) is one of the most significant Cretaceous Lagerstätten since it records 

exceptionally well-preserved fossil invertebrates, vertebrates, and plants, deposited in 

palaeolake carbonate beds. The main aim of this dissertation is to shed light on the 

preservational processes responsible for the fossilization of insects and fishes still 

retaining 3D soft tissues. Petrographic thin sections and several palaeometric techniques 

– micro-Raman Spectroscopy, conventional X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), Synchrotron 

micro-XRF (SR-µXRF), Particle-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE), Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM), and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) – have been 

employed to characterize the host rock, soft-tissue morphology and preservational 

fidelity, and fossil elemental and molecular compositions in centimetre to micrometre 

scale. The results reveal that while insects and fish soft-tissues found in the so called 

beige limestones (BL) are replaced by framboidal pyrite pseudomorphs (after pyrite 

oxidation) occurring together with putative bacterially-secreted extracellular polymeric 

substances (EPS), labile tissues of fishes from the grey limestones (GL) are 

kerogenized. In insects, there is a variation of framboid size inward the fossils, which is 

here interpreted as a product of the balance between diffusion and mineral nucleation 

rates. Moreover, the preferential distribution of Zn and Cu in pyritized insect/fish labile 

structures in comparison to their rock matrix is here considered as being the result of 

element fixation in bacterial biofilms. Zn concentrated in bones of kerogenized fishes 

and Fe/Cu occurring in their soft tissues are considered to have been incorporated 

during fish life. In the particular case of fishes, a model originally proposed for 

metazoan preservation in the Precambrian is here applied to explain the variation of 

fossilization between the BL and GL facies. Petrographic thin sections reveal that GL 

have generally higher clay/organic matter contents than BL, thus implying that burial 

rates might have been more intense in the former. This could have placed decaying 

carcasses more quickly in the methanogenesis sedimentary zone, in that way being 

kerogenized. On the other hand, carcasses deposited in the BL facies could have spent a 
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longer period in the sulphate-reduction zone, which would have accounted for pervasive 

pyritization. Additionally, microspar low porosity, cement and clay could have 

diminished both downward migrations of electron acceptors for anaerobic bacterial 

respiration processes – particularly sulphate-reduction (SR) and methanogenesis – and 

of their biogeochemical products, narrowing the SR zone, which would have lowered 

the impact of pyritization in some levels. While pyritization has recorded 3D muscle 

fibres, sarcolemma, putative cell nuclei, tendons and eyes, kerogenization has yielded 

connective tissues, integument and compressed/distorted muscle fibres. In conclusion, it 

is here proposed that palaeoenvironmental/geobiological-influenced facies have yielded 

fossils with a variable preservational-fidelity gradient, accordingly to each taphonomic 

pathway followed. 

Key words: taphonomy, palaeometry, Early Cretaceous, Araripe Basin, Crato Member, 

exceptional preservation, taphonomic window, taphonomic model, preservational 

fidelity, fossil insects, fossil fishes, pyrite, kerogen. 

 

Resumo 

 

Nas últimas décadas, os Lagerstätten estiveram no centro das discussões relativas à 

história paleobiológica e geológica da Terra. Em particular, o Membro Crato da 

Formação Santana (Bacia do Araripe, Nordeste do Brasil) é um dos mais significantes 

Lagerstätten do Cretáceo já que registra invertebrados, vertebrados e plantas 

excepcionalmente preservados em sedimentos carbonáticos de um palaeolago. O 

principal objetivo desta dissertação é lançar luz sobre os processos de preservação 

responsáveis pela fossilização de insetos e peixes com tecidos moles em 3D. Lâminas 

petrográficas e diversas técnicas paleométricas – micro-Espectroscopia Raman, 

Fluorescência de raios-X (FRX) convencional, micro-FRX com fonte de luz sincrotron 

(RS-µFRX), emissão de Raios-X induzida por partículas (PIXE), microscopia eletrônica 

de varredura (MEV) e espectroscopia de energia dispersiva de Raios-X (EDS) – foram 

empregadas para caracterizar a rocha matriz, a morfologia e fidelidade de preservação 

dos tecidos moles e as composições elementares e moleculares dos fósseis em escala de 

centímetros e mícron. Os resultados revelam que, enquanto insetos e tecidos moles de 
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peixes encontrados nos denominados calcários beges (BL) são substituídos por 

pseudomorfos de pirita framboidal (após oxidação da pirita), os quais ocorrem 

juntamente com possíveis substâncias poliméricas extracelulares secretadas por 

bactérias (EPS), tecidos de peixes dos calcários cinza (GL) são querogenizados. Em 

insetos, existe variação de tamanho dos framboides para dentro dos fósseis, que é aqui 

interpretada como produto do equilíbrio entre as taxas de difusão e de nucleação dos 

minerais. Além disso, a distribuição preferencial de Zn e Cu em estruturas piritizadas de 

insetos e peixes em comparação com a sua matriz é aqui considerada como sendo o 

resultado da fixação de elementos químicos em biofilmes bacterianos. Zn concentrado 

nos ossos de peixes com querogenizados e Fe/Cu observados em seus tecidos moles são 

considerados como tendo sido incorporados durante a vida dos peixes. No caso 

particular de peixes, modelo originalmente proposto para a preservação de metazoários 

do Pré-cambriano é aqui aplicado para explicar a variação de fossilização entre as fácies 

BL e GL. Lâminas petrográficas revelam que os GL têm geralmente teor de 

argila/matéria orgânica maior do que os BL, implicando que as taxas de soterramento 

poderiam ter sido mais intensas nos GL. Isto teria colocado carcaças em decomposição 

mais rapidamente na zona sedimentar de metanogênese, sendo formado o querogênio. 

Por outro lado, carcaças depositadas na fácies BL poderiam ter passado período mais 

longo na zona de redução de sulfato, o que teria levado à piritização generalizada. Além 

disso, a baixa porosidade do microespato, o cimento e a argila poderiam ter diminuído a 

migração de aceptores de elétrons dos processos de respiração bacteriana anaeróbia – 

particularmente redução de sulfato (RS) e metanogênese – e de seus produtos 

biogeoquímicos, estreitando a zona de RS, o que teria reduzido a influência da 

piritização em alguns níveis. Enquanto que a piritização resultou na preservação de 

fibras musculares em 3D, sarcolema, possíveis núcleos celulares, tendões e olhos, a 

querogenização preservou tecidos conjuntivos, tegumento e fibras musculares 

distorcidas e compactadas. Em conclusão, é aqui proposto que fácies influenciadas por 

processos paleoambientais e geobiológicos produziram fósseis com gradiente 

diferencial de fidelidade de preservação de acordo com cada via tafonômica seguida. 

Palavras-chave: tafonomia, paleometria, Eocretáceo, Bacia do Araripe, Membro Crato, 

preservação excepcional, janela tafonômica, modelo tafonômico, fidelidade de 

preservação, insetos fósseis, peixes fósseis, pirita, querogênio. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The term Fossil Lagerstätten (or taphonomic windows) was coined by the 

German palaeontologist Adolf Seilacher 30 years ago and embraces rock deposits which 

are particularly rich in qualitative and quantitative fossil content (Seilacher et al., 1985). 

Therefore, according to these authors, Fossil Lagerstätten yield palaeobiological and 

taphonomic data which provide a broad and complete view of sedimentary facies 

genesis. Seilacher et al. (1985) also stressed that Lagerstätten rely on unique 

palaeoenvironmental, sedimentary, and diagenetic processes. 

Several examples of fossil Lagerstätten record evidence of trends and patterns 

that shaped life on Earth: Archaean – Apex Chert (Schopf, 1993) and Strelley Pool 

Formation (Wacey et al., 2011), both from Australia, shed light on the very early steps 

of microbial life; Proterozoic – Mistaken Point, Canada (e.g. Narbonne, 2005), 

improved studies on the Ediacara biota; Cambrian – Burgess Shale, Canada (Briggs et 

al., 1994), whose fossils point out to biogeochemical marine transitions which took 

place in the Precambrian/Cambrian boundary (e.g. Callow and Brasier, 2009); Devonian 

– Rhynie Chert, Scotland, enabled palaeontologists to have a view of the very early 

stages of terrestrial plant evolution (e.g. Trewin, 2003); Jurassic – Solnhofen Limestone, 

Germany (e.g. Seilacher et al., 1985), on which the earliest bird Archaeopteryx was 

found; Eocene – Messel Shale, Germany (e.g. Schaal and Ziegler, 1992), whose high 

abundance of extraordinarily preserved fossil mammals, birds, insects, among others, 

enabled scientists to understand an early Cenozoic ecosystem. 

Besides evolutionary and palaeoecological information, exceptionally well-

preserved fossils also provide data for palaeobiogeographical inferences since they 

enable scientists to assess the temporal range of events of origin and extinction in 

different regions, contributing to the identification of radiations and extinctions (e.g. 

Martínez-Delclòs et al., 2004). Remarkable fossil preservation also yields evidence of 

soft tissues, enabling detailed morphologic research, and also evidence of the colour of 

extinct life forms, which raises palaeoecological research to a new stage of 

sophistication (McNamara, 2013). Furthermore, the study of fossil preservation modes 

is of paramount relevance since it provides information on the fidelity of preservation, 
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and chemical and mineralogical compositions of fossil samples, leading to innovative 

approaches to palaeoenvironmental, sedimentary, and geobiological research (e.g. 

Laflamme et al., 2011). 

The fossil record is biased by palaeoenvironmental, biological, physical, 

geochemical, geobiological, and diagenetic factors, which affect palaeontological data 

interpretation (Allison and Bottjer, 2011). The area of Earth Sciences which deals with 

fossilization processes and fossil alteration is Taphonomy. Its importance relies on the 

capacity of yielding palaeoenvironmental, palaeoclimatic, palaeoecological, and 

sedimentary information, as well as of identifying modifications of original 

morphological features of organisms, improving taxonomic research, among other 

aspects (Allison and Bottjer, 2011). 

Over the last few years, scientists have applied a broad range of cutting-edge 

non-destructive high-resolution imaging and geochemical techniques to unlock data 

kept in rare and/or exceptionally well-preserved fossils therefore raising novel questions 

to be answered. This branch of palaeontology is currently named Palaeometry 

(Riquelme et al., 2009; Delgado et al., 2014 – Appendix 1). For instance, Raman 

spectroscopy, Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CSLM), Focused Ion Beam (FIB), 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Nanoscale Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry (nano-SIMS), among other approaches have been employed to assess the 

biogenicity, phylogeny, palaeoecology, and microtaphonomy of Precambrian 

microfossils (Schopf & Kudryavtsev 2009; Brasier et al., 2015); Time-of-Flight 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) has been used to examine the presence 

of protein and blood traces (among other biomolecules, defining the field of molecular 

palaeontology; Briggs and Summons, 2014) on fossil vertebrates and invertebrates 

(Greenwalt et al., 2013; Bertazzo et al., 2015); X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and Particle-

Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) have been extensively applied to taphonomic research 

(Bergmann et al., 2010; Riquelme et al., 2013; Gueriau et al., 2014); Synchrotron X-ray 

Microtomography (SR-µCT)  has contributed to solving longstanding concerns on the 

taxonomic placement and palaeoecology of the Ediacaran fossil Corumbella werneri 

(Pacheco et al., 2015). Brazilian pioneers have been also conducting palaeometric work 

particularly regarding the taphonomy of the Santana Formation Lagerstätte (Filho et al., 

2011; Buck, 2013; Osés, 2013; Delgado et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2015). In this 
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taphonomic window, the Crato Member (Early Cretaceous) records exceptionally well-

preserved fossil invertebrates, vertebrates, and plants. Some issues regarding 

preservational processes of 3D insects and fish soft-tissues still remain open and 

circumscribe the aims of this dissertation. 

 

2. The goals of the present research 

 

The laminated limestones from the Crato Member, Santana Formation, Araripe 

Basin, north-eastern Brazil (Assine, 2007), is a worldwide famous Lagerstätte. It is 

known for its remarkably well-preserved fossil invertebrates (particularly insects), 

vertebrates (e.g. fishes, turtles, dinosaurs, and pterosaurs), and flora (spores, pollen, 

gymnosperms, basal flowering plants) (Martill et al., 2007a). Several cases of soft-tissue 

preservation have been hitherto reported on vertebrates (Davis and Martill, 1999; 

Fielding et al., 2005; Pinheiro et al., 2012) and insects (Delgado et al., 2014; Barling et 

al., 2015) recorded in the Crato Member limestones. This biota was preserved within an 

Aptian (Early Cretaceous) palaeolake during the last stages of the South America-Africa 

breakup and consists of the most complete window into the palaeobiology of a 

continental depositional palaeoenvironment from the Cretaceous (Martill et al., 2007a). 

However, the fossil record of this outstanding Lagerstätte still keeps unsolved 

geological and palaeobiological enigmas, such as the diversification of social insects, 

the early evolution of flowering plant, and the coevolution of insects and angiosperms 

(Labandeira and Eble, 2000; Soares et al., 2013). 

Regarding the global relevance of the Crato Member, taphonomic research 

encompassing microscale morphological characterization and geochemical mapping is 

needed to resolve the very interesting issues concerning the processes and patterns of 

preservation which yielded fossils with such fine detailed morphological features. 

Following this rationale, the present masters dissertation has the following aims: 

1- by means of palaeometric techniques on macro to microscale resolution, 

characterize and understand the fossildiagenetic mechanisms and processes, 

which led to the exceptional preservation of fossil insects and fishes from the 

Crato Member; 
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2- assess preservational patterns and propose taphonomic models; 

3- discuss the possible role of microorganisms in the fossilization processes; 

4- understand the palaeoenvironmental dynamics of the geological unit under 

study; 

5- understand the role of palaeoenvironmental, palaeoecological, geobiological, 

and sedimentary interconnections in the Crato Member depositional 

environment, in the process of fossil preservation. 

 The results herein presented should contribute to improve the understanding of 

the fossilization processes that have operated in the Crato palaeolake. Beside this, they 

should help to interpret comparable preservational modes in other palaeoenvironments 

over the geologic time. This contribution sheds light on how the evolution of 

palaeoenvironmental conditions throughout time is related to exceptional fossil 

preservation, which records key changes in the history of life (e.g. Allison and Bottjer, 

2011). 

 

3. Geologic context 

 

3.1. Basin evolution, stratigraphy and age 

The Araripe Basin is located in northeastern Brazil (Fig. 1), consisting of part of 

the states of Ceará, Pernambuco, and Piauí. The Araripe Basin is a continental rift basin, 

bounded by NE and WNW faults, and formed during the opening of the South Atlantic 

Ocean by the reactivation of Precambrian faults (Fig. 1; Ponte and Ponte Filho, 1996; 

Assine, 2007). 
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Figure 1. A, Geologic map of the Araripe Basin. B, Location of the Araripe Basin in 

the Brazilian territory. C, Simplified stratigraphic chart of the stratigraphy and age of 

the Araripe Basin. Modified after Assine (2007). 

 

In the present contribution, the stratigraphic proposal for the Araripe Basin of 

Assine (2007) will be considered. Nevertheless, at some points of the text, other 

stratigraphic proposals may appear. 

The base of the Araripe Basin is comprised by the Cariri Formation (Beurlen, 

1962) (Late Ordovician/Early Devonian) (Assine, 2007). The tectonic-sedimentary 

evolution of the Araripe Basin is divided into four supersequences, from the base to the 

top (after Assine, 2007):  
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1- Pre-rift Supersequence: siliciclastic fluvial-lacustrine sediments from the 

Brejo Santo and the Missão Velha formations (Vale do Cariri Group), dated as Late 

Jurassic through ostracods and palynomorphs (Coimbra et al., 2002); 

2- Rift Supersequence: deltaic, fluvial and lacustrine siliciclastic sediments from 

the Abaiara Formation (Vale do Cariri Group), which is attributed to the Early 

Cretaceous, based on ostracod biozonation (Coimbra et al., 2002); 

3- Post-rift Supersequence: the Barbalha Formation, fluvial 

(siliciclasts)/lacustrine (pelites and carbonates) cycles and the Santana Formation, both 

units occurring within the Aptian-Albian Araripe Group (Coimbra et al., 2002). The 

lower succession of the Barbalha Formation comprises the “Batateira Beds”, which 

represent a succession of fluvial, deltaic, and lacustrine palaeoenvironments. 

The Santana Formation, with the Crato Member at its base, outcrops above the 

Barbalha Formation. The former unit is attributed to the Late Aptian based mainly on 

palynomorph biostratigraphy (Coimbra et al., 2002). At the top of the Crato Member, 

supratidal gypsum layers and shales, known as “Ipubi Beds” occur (Assine, 2007). 

Transgressive events led to the deposition of siliciclastic marine sediments, in which 

there are occurrences of shales with carbonate fossiliferous nodules of the Romualdo 

Member (Kellner, 2002), the top unit of the Santana Formation (Assine, 2007). Both 

“Ipubi Beds” and Romualdo Member are related to the Late Aptian-Early Albian 

interval, according to palynozones (Coimbra et al., 2002). Above the Romualdo 

Member, a marine coquina level occurs, which is covered by regressive freshwater 

facies (Beurlen, 1971), at the upper part of the Santana Formation. Mesoalbian 

Araripina Formation, located above the Santana Formation is a heterolitic facies of 

alluvial fan plains. This unit is overlaid by fluvial sediments of the Exu Formation 

(Araripe Group), located at the top of the Araripe Basin. The absence of microfossils 

makes it impossible to assign a specific age to this unit (Coimbra et al., 2002), although 

stratigraphic correlation suggests a possible Albian-Cenomanian age (Coimbra et al., 

2002; Assine, 2007). 

Neumann and Cabrera (2002) and Neumann et al. (2003) argued that the 

Aptian–Albian lacustrine sequences of the Araripe Basin have been deposited in a 

shallowing upward sequence (transgressive-regressive cycle), based on evidence for 
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recurrent cycles of six carbonate-siliciclastic facies comprising the “Batateira Beds”, the 

Santana Formation (Crato Member), and the “Ipubi Beds”. The latter two units are 

discussed below. The interplay of the lacustrine facies would have been controlled by 

the precipitation/evaporation balance and by the dynamics of fluvial drainage (Neumann 

et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, Neumann et al. (2002) assumed that the Aptian-Albian lacustrine 

evolution of the Araripe Basin comprises four facies associations of the “Batateira 

Beds” and the Santana Formation (Crato Member only): marginal deltaic, internal 

terrigene, internal mixed and internal carbonate (C1 to C6), yielding 

interdigitated/interbedded siliciclastic and carbonate beds. These six carbonate beds 

evolved from the north to the south (unit C6 yielding the wider carbonate covering), 

while the palaeolake itself filled the basin from the opposite direction (Neumann et al., 

2002). According to these authors, the carbonate units C1 to C6 correspond to the end 

of five minor transgressive cycles (C1, C2, C3/C4, C5, and C6), within a wider 

transgressive lacustrine sequence (“Batateira Beds” and Crato Member). 

Castro et al. (2006) identified nine cycles of facies distributed among six 

depositional sequences, also comprising the “Batateira Beds” and the Santana 

Formation. Four cycles of facies were identified in the Crato Member: lacustrine 

limestone and bituminous shale (CF); deltaic shale, sandstone, and sigmoidal sandstone 

(FA-As); lacustrine marginal marl and sandy siltite (MA); and, fluvio-estuarine 

sandstone with cross-stratification and bioturbation (Axb). The top of sequence S2 has 

lacustrine limestones (CF), which represent a transgressive event. This sequence is 

overlaid by shales, sandstones, marls, siltites, and limestones (FA-AS, MA, CF) of 

sequence S3.1, deposited in deltaic and lacustrine settings. Above, sequence S3.2 is 

characterized by sandstones, shales, and limestones (Axb, FA, CF), which correspond to 

fluvio-estuarine, deltaic, and lacustrine facies. Sequence S3.3 is comprised by 

sandstones, limestones, and shales (As, CF) of deltaic and lacustrine origin. Castro et al. 

(2006) generally correlated their sequences (upper S2 to S3.3) to the Neumann et al. 

(2002) transgressive cycles C1 to C6, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Correspondence of the transgressive cycles of Neumann et al. (2002) 

and the depositional sequences of Castro et al. (2006) for the Crato Member. 

  

At this point, attention should be drawn to the Crato Member (Santana 

Formation). This unit outcrops only in the eastern portion of the Araripe Basin (Viana 

and Neumann, 2000), consisting of carbonates forming intermittent banks, which are up 

to 15 m thick, interbedded and interdigitated with marls, shales, sandstones, and 

siltstones (Viana and Neumann, 2000; Assine, 2007), as discussed above. In each 

carbonate unit (C1 to C6), basal clay-carbonate rhythmites  (submicrofacies sm1) are 

overlaid by micritic laminated limestones (submicrofacies sm1-6) (Viana and Neumann, 

2000; Silva et al., 2002; Neumann et al., 2003). Sm2 has ondulations and loop bedding 

structure; sm3 is characterized by peloids; sm4 has ondulations, micro-slumps, and 

micro-ripples; sm5 consists of fine parallel lamination; sm6 exhibits parallel/wave 

lamination and ostracods (Silva et al., 2002). Each carbonate unit has an average 

duration of 200.000-500.000 years (Neumann and Cabrera, 2002). 

The laminated clay-carbonate rhythmite facies is characterized by couplets of 

light micritic laminae and dark laminae, the latter rich in terrigenous components (clay) 

and organic matter (including plant debris and ostracods; Neumann et al., 2003; 
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Heimhofer et al., 2010) associated to pyrite crystals. The content of Corg is less than 4% 

(Neumann et al., 2003). The calcite crystals (5-10 µm) are idiomorphic and include 

rhombohedral and polyhedral forms, withdissolution features (Heimhofer et al., 2010). 

Heimhofer et al. (2010) also reported framboidal pyrite and phyllosilicates and noticed 

high inter-grain porosity and low cement development. This palynomorph-poor facies, 

with salt pseudomorphs was deposited at a distal location under anoxic conditions 

(Neumann et al., 2002; 2003) since it is typical of inner lacustrine settings (Neumann et 

al., 2008). In turn, the fine laminated limestone facies is composed of pairs of light 

micritic laminae (low magnesium calcite; Silva et al., 2002) and dark laminae with 

disseminated pyrite (Heimhofer et al., 2010). The calcite crystals are 5-15 µm in length 

and, therefore, the laminated limestones are considered microspar (Heimhofer et al., 

2010). In contrast with the clay-carbonate rhythmite facies, the laminated limestones 

show less inter-grain porosity due to well-developed spar cement and skeletal grains 

(Heimhofer et al., 2010). This facies has a lower contribution of detrital material and 

organic matter (Corg < 1%) than the clay-carbonate rhythmites (Neumann et al., 2003) 

and it includes ostracods and plant remains (Heimhofer et al., 2010). The laminated 

limestones were also deposited under the same conditions of the clay-carbonate facies 

(Neumann et al., 2003). In both facies, organic matter is either comprised by amorphous 

dispersed elements associated to the calcite or by pyritized branchlets of higher land 

plants (Neumann et al., 2003). These authors argued that regarding its composition and 

poor cell preservation, these branchlets might have undergone bacterial decay. Detrital 

quartz may also occur in both facies. 

Non-laminated levels also occur in the Crato Member (Dias-Brito and Tibana, 

2015). The laminated limestones are underlain by ostracod-rich organo-limestone 

laminites, which has mudstone/wackestone laminae. These are characterized by 

ostracods and peloids interlaminated with organic-clay laminae, which have ostracods 

and limestone nodules infilled with microbial spheres and ostracods (Dias-Brito et al., 

2015). 
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3.2. Palaeoenvironment and diagenesis of the Crato Member carbonate units 

The preserved area of the Crato palaeolake is about 7.500 km
2 

wide. The biota 

thrived in a warm tropical–subtropical palaeoclimate, seasonally controlled by humid 

and dry cycles, leading to permanent density stratification owing to thermal 

heterogeneities along the water column (Neumann et al., 2003). The semiarid-arid 

conditions are supported by the predominance of the conifer family Cheirolepidiaceae. 

Still regarding the Crato palaeoflora, Ferns, Bennettitales, Gnetales, angiosperms, and 

large conifers covered areas around the waterbody (Neumann et al., 2003). 

The deltaic body and the smooth inclination of the bottom relief have resulted in 

both interdigitation between siliciclastic and carbonate successions, and small scale 

sedimentary structures (micro-faulting and loop bedding; Neumann et al., 2002). The 

presence of faults, loop bedding, and slumps owns to minor syndepositional seismic 

activity (Silva et al., 2002). The lacustrine sequence thickness varies from 50 to 70 m 

(Silva et al., 2002). 

Isotopic analyses of oxygen (δ
18

O values between -5 ‰ and -7 ‰) performed in 

the Crato Member lowermost laminated limestones revealed that the depositional 

palaeoenvironment received meteoric 
18

O-depleted waters and pointed to a freshwater 

waterbody (Heimhofer et al., 2010). Carbonate carbon isotopic data (δ
13

C within -0.2 ‰ 

and 1.9 ‰) support that the palaeoenvironment was a stratified lake, poorly connected 

with external water sources, with stagnant bottom waters, reflecting the uptake of 
12

C by 

microorganisms in the water column. Positive δ
13

C values are due to limited mixing of 

12
C in the water, although equilibrium with the atmosphere might also have played a 

role (Heimhofer et al., 2010). Alternatively, Heimhofer et al. (2010) also suggested the 

dissolution of marine carbonates and/or the isolation of the palaeolake as explanations 

for such δ
13

C high positive values. Furthermore, these authors also alleged that the lack 

of fine cyclic patterns on isotope variation could be explained by the 

palaeoenvironmental stratification, although post burial homogenization cannot be ruled 

out. On the other hand, they claimed that overall differences do exist between clay-

carbonate rhythmite and laminated limestone facies. Isotopic excursion to more 

negative δ
18

O values from the former to the latter facies means an opening of the 

palaeoenvironment during highstand water levels simultaneously with laminated 

limestone deposition. 
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Neumann et al. (2003) suggested permanent water stratification in relation to O2 

(i.e. meromictic conditions; Fig. 3). Anoxic bottom conditions are supported by the 

occurrence of disseminated galena and sphalerite in the limestones as well as by the lack 

of bioturbators (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007). Water column stratification (yielding a 

bottom water monimolimnion and an upper water column mixolimnion, inhabited by 

aquatic insects, turtles, and fishes) could be explained by stagnation and/or high rates of 

surface water primary productivity providing a high flux of organic matter to the lake 

floor, the decay of which by aerobic bacteria reduced bottom water oxygen and, 

eventually, led to anaerobic conditions in deep waters (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007). 

This recycling of organic matter would have yielded low production of autochthonous 

organic matter in the lake bottom, further enhanced by stratification (Neumann et al., 

2003). Alternatively, Catto et al. (2016) suggested that low organic matter preservation 

in some levels could be explained by bottom spells of freshwater, which could have 

oxidized organic matter. Additionally, a photic zone euxinia (PZE) could also have been 

seasonally established in the waterbody (Fig. 3), as evidenced by the presence of 

isorenieratene, a biomarker of Chlorobiacea, which thrives below the oxic-anoxic water 

column interface and performs photosynthesis using hydrogen sulphide instead of 

oxygen (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007). 

The occurrence of salt pseudomorphs and xerophytic vegetation pollen support a 

semi-arid to arid palaeoclimate (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007), which is further 

evidenced by the low diversity of the palaeolake biota and by the low amount of organic 

matter recorded in the rocks, possibly owing to the chemical stratification (Neumann et 

al., 2003). The events of hypersalinity would have been possibly triggered by the 

dissolution of former precipitated evaporites, the evidence of which is supported by the 

presence of five types of halite pseudomorphs (Martill et al. 2007b). The high salinity 

could have been increased by the occasionally endorheic nature of the basin, while 

freshwater conditions would have been stablished near fluvio-deltaic river mouths 

(Neumann and Cabrera, 2002). Endorheic lacustrine basins have dynamic shores, with 

retrogradational and progradational cycles and enhanced chemical mineral precipitation 

owing to high evaporation rates plus low water input (Neumann and Cabrera, 2002; 

Neumann et al., 2008). These salinity fluctuations can be explained on 

palaeogeographical and palaeoclimatic grounds since, in the Early Cretaceous, the area 

was subjected to monsoon influence (Neumann and Cabrera, 2002). Martill et al. 
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(2007b) have pointed out that fluctuation in salinity levels could account for anoxia in 

the palaeolake. 

Terrigenous sediments might have been restricted to marginal settings during 

carbonate deposition (low Al, K, Ti, and Si; Heimhofer et al., 2010). Heimhofer et al. 

(2010) enumerated factors which account for the precipitation of carbonate at lacustrine 

settings: terrigenous input, carbonate bioclasts, benthonic microbial influence, and 

microbially induced and/or mediated authigenic precipitation. The evidence of mass 

flow deposits in the Crato Member is scarce, except in one location, cited by Heimhofer 

and Martill (2007). Moreover, the lack of reworked calcite crystals further rules out the 

hypothesis of a terrigenous origin for the carbonate (Heimhofer et al., 2010). 

Additionally, the laminite is not predominantly built up by bioclastic particles, though 

ostracods do occur at some levels, particularly near the lake edge (Heimhofer et al., 

2010; Dias-Brito and Tibana, 2015). 

The presence of wrinkle and ripple like structures (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007; 

Martill and Wilby, 1993), similar to Microbially Induced Sedimentary Structures 

(MISS) (Noffke et al., 2001), suggests that the depositional surface was, at least, 

covered by patches of microbial mats or biofilms. However, only isolated slabs without 

precise stratigraphic location have been recovered (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007). 

Moreover, putative gas domes have also been reported (Martill et al., 2007b). However, 

owing to the fragmentary distribution of such evidence plus the lack of typical 

petrographic evidence, Heimhofer at al. (2010) have ruled out the role of a benthonic 

microbiota as the origin of the carbonate. Alternatively, these authors have suggested 

microbially induced and/or mediated authigenic precipitation of calcite crystals in the 

water column, which could have been seasonally controlled by temperature fluctuations 

and by blooms of autotrophic microorganisms (i.e. ‘whitings’; Fig. 3) (Heimhofer and 

Martill, 2007; Gierlowski-Kordesch, 2010). The carbonate deposition due to ‘whitings’ 

is controlled by rising water temperature during summer and autumn (Gierlowski-

Kordesch, 2010) and by autotrophic microorganism proliferation due to a rise of 

nutrient supply (Heimhofer et al., 2007). The former factor leads to decreasing 

carbonate solubility, while the latter enhances carbonate nucleation rates and the uptake 

of CO2 from the water, therefore contributing to calcite precipitation (Heimhofer et al., 

2007). However, different authors have recently shown evidence for the activity of 
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benthonic microbial mats or biofilms at the edge of the palaeolake, where non-

laminated clayey mudstones/wackestones rich in fibro-radiated spherules, microbial 

spheres, ostracods, gastropods, bivalves, and angular-shaped terrigenous quartz do 

occur (Dias-Brito and Tibana, 2015). Moreover, Catto et al. (2016) have further shown 

that microfossils and EPS are ubiquitous throughout the Crato Member beds, thus 

challenging Heimhofer et al. (2010) previous interpretation. Dolomitic structures, as 

observed in a Crato Member locality (Martill et al., 2008), might have been originated 

by sedimentation controls of carbonate at lacustrine settings particularly by water input 

and circulation, including groundwater (Gierlowski-Kordesch, 2010). 

The preservation of the undisturbed fine lamination (Fig. 3) seems to have 

occurred by the following factors: deposition below normal wave base level, limited 

bottom current action, and lack of benthonic fauna (e.g. bioturbators plus absence of 

trace fossils; Heimhofer and Martill, 2007), though submicrofacies with ondulations and 

ripples do occur in some levels (Silva et al., 2002). 

The absence of thermal action diagenetic features, such as degraded organic 

matter (e.g. palynomorphs display original colour), the lack of recrystallization of 

calcite crystals, cement-filled fractures, stylolites, pressure-solution features, and 

fractures, besides the occurrence of exceptional soft-tissue preservation, fit a low depth 

burial idea (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007; Heimhofer et al., 2010). This proposition is 

consistent with the low degree of compaction of the rocks, further supported by high 

porosity, particularly in the clay-carbonate rhythmites. This latter characteristic is 

explained by organic matter infilling the pores, which leads to low nucleation cement 

rates (Heimhofer et al., 2010). Furthermore, these authors pointed out that original 

stable mineralogy has possibly inhibited cement growth and recrystallization. 
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Figure 3. Diagram showing an inner setting of the Crato palaeolake. The 

palaeoenvironment was stratified with regard to O2 (right side of the figure). Light 

intensity (L) is shown on the right. The calcite could have been precipitated during 

‘whitings’ (a). A photic zone euxinia (PZE) was at least seasonally stablished below the 

oxic-anoxic interface of the water column (b). The lamination of the laminated 

limestone is undisturbed (c). Drawing by Bruno Becker Kerber. 

 

4. Material and methods 

 The fossil specimens used in this research belong to the Scientific 

Palaeontological Collection of the Institute of Geosciences of the University of São 

Paulo (IGc-USP). The fossil insects are identified by the code GP/1E (invertebrate 

collection), while the fossil fishes are recognized by the prefix GP/2E (vertebrate 

collection). The following samples have been analyzed: GP/2E 9666, GP/2E 9005, 

GP/2E 9006, GP/2E 9014, GP/2E 7781g, GP/2E 7786f, GP/2E 7913e, GP/2E 7782j, 

GP/2E 7780e, GP/1E 9435, GP/1E 7105, GP/1E 8440, GP/1E 8397, GP/1E 8827, 

GP/1E 6820, GP/1E 10368, and GP/1E 9137. The complete list of samples and their 

correspondent thin sections can be found in Appendix 2. 
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 The specimens were photographed in a Zeiss Stemi 2000-C stereomicroscope 

coupled to a Zeiss AxioCam ICc3 camera. The image acquisition was made in the 

software AxionVision 4.8. 

 In this research, different techniques were employed for studying external or 

internal parts of insects, both fish bones and soft tissues, and the host rock . The 

geochemical analyzes were performed systematically, being repeated in different points 

in a representative set of samples, when available. Here follow the techniques and 

methods employed in this research: 

Petrographic thin sections 

Thin sections perpendicular to the rock lamination and cross-sections of fish 

vertebral column, along with soft-tissues, were made. The aims were: (1) observe and 

characterize soft-tissue and bone morphology in cross-section, and (2) describe host 

carbonate petrography. Furthermore, since thin sections provide flat surfaces, they 

enabled accurate EDS and synchrotron micro-XRF mapping (discussed below). 

Therefore, two types of thin sections were made: (1) 30 µm-thick with cover slips used 

chiefly for mineral, texture, and structure description/identification, and (2) >30 µm 

(around 50 µm)-thick without cover slips used for geochemical analyses. For these, 

thicker thin sections (i.e. more rock volume) enhanced the measured signal (Davis and 

Martill, 1999), yielding high-quality geochemical maps. 

Raman spectroscopy 

When materials are illuminated by a monochromatic visible light source, 

incident photons interact with the molecular vibrations of the material (Neuville et al., 

2014). As a consequence, scattered photons may have different energy in comparison to 

the incident photons, defining the Raman scattering phenomenon. This energy shift is 

known as Raman shift, which is measured by a spectrometer, yielding a characteristic 

spectrum (i.e. graphic) of the material molecular vibrations. Raman spectroscopy can be 

used for the chemical and mineralogical characterization of samples, being widely 

applied in mineral identification (Faria and Lopes, 2007; White, 2009) since it avoids 

most of the destructive procedures usually associated with conventional geochemical 

methods. In-situ analyzes were performed to investigate the minerals that have replaced 

original organic compounds during fossilization, with the advantage of having sub-
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micron resolution and mapping capacity, as the spectrometer is coupled to a confocal 

microscope. The equipment setup included both a micro-Raman inVia Renishaw, 

coupled to a laser of 785 nm wavelength and another similar equipment coupled to a 

532 nm wavelength laser. A CCD detector was used in both setups. The measurements 

were performed both at the Research Unity in Astrobiology, Laboratory of Astrobiology 

(NAP/Astrobio-USP, Astrolab) and at the Laboratory of Molecular Spectroscopy 

(LME) of the Institute of Chemistry of USP. The Raman spectra were then analysed in 

the software Origin
®

8 and data were interpreted using the RRUFF database. 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 

XRF consists of the following principle: when materials are excited by a high-

energy X-ray photon source, electrons move from inner to outer atom orbitals and, 

consequently, external electrons occupy the vacancy left inside (Verma, 2007). In 

response to this process, X-ray photons with the same energy of that lost (to occupy the 

internal orbital) by the outer electron are emitted. This energy value is the energetic 

difference between the two orbitals involved. This X-ray emission is called 

fluorescence, being the energy value characteristic of the excited atomic element. XRF 

is used to characterize the elemental composition of samples. This is a very useful 

technique since it enables measuring several elements simultaneously, in a non-

destructive way, not requiring high amounts of sample (Verma, 2007). XRF was 

employed in fossils and their host rock to characterize elemental composition and its 

distribution, aiming to understand the meaning of the latter. In this way, it was possible 

to test whether elements are representative of the original composition of the organisms 

or the result of fossilization processes. The analyses were performed at the Institute of 

Physics of USP (IF-USP), using a portable mini Amptek X-ray tube of Ag anode and a 

Silicon Drift Detector (SDD - X-ray semiconductor detector). Data processing was 

performed using the software WinQXAS, RUMP, and Microsoft Excel
®

. 

Synchrotron micro-XRF (SR-µXRF) point analysis and mapping were 

performed with the same objectives as conventional XRF (discussed above). Moreover, 

specific characterization of phosphorus was made to quantify this element in the rock 

matrix and in fossil insects, aiming to assess preservational processes. In comparison to 

the employed conventional XRF, SR-µXRF has the advantage of µm-scale spectra 

collection, plus mapping mode, enabling the detailing of very fine structures and the 
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characterization of elemental distribution among them. In addition, SR-µXRF enables 

the measurement of elements with concentrations below the detection limit of 

conventional XRF. Phosphorus analysis was performed in the soft X-ray spectroscopy 

(SXS) beamline, and point/map characterization of several elements were made in the 

XRF beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). 

Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) 

 The physical principles behind PIXE are very similar to XRF, but in the former, 

the excitation is made by protons or other particles with charge (Verma, 2007). The 

PIXE technique is employed in qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis of 

materials and was used for the same purpose as the XRF. However, PIXE is different 

from XRF in regard to the following aspects (Verma, 2007): it is a surficial technique, 

that is, protons interact with atoms in a shallow sample area (ca. tens of microns); the 

efficiency for detecting elements with X-ray energies higher than Ca is better than XRF; 

and, compared to XRF, PIXE has a greater detection sensitivity. Furthermore, the 

equipment available allows sample mapping and has a smaller diameter beam in 

comparison with the portable (conventional) XRF equipment, allowing investigation of 

smaller structures. The analysis was performed in the external beam setup of the 1.7 

MV-tandem accelerator of the Laboratory of Materials and Ionic Beams (LAMFI) of the 

IF-USP.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) 

A SEM is basically composed of an electron gun and electromagnetic lenses 

(Leng, 2008). The electron probe scans lines along the sample surface, which emits 

electrons that are captured by a detector. Then, an image is built based on the 

correlation between scanned points and points in a screen. SEM was used to yield very 

detailed images at micrometric scales of fossil ultrastructures, including the morphology 

of both preserved soft tissues and minerals replacing the specimens. 

EDS is based on the same physical principles of XRF, but X-ray emission is 

triggered by a high energy electron beam (Leng, 2008). EDS microanalysis was 

employed to evaluate the elemental composition of the samples – particularly light 

elements, such as oxygen and carbon –  yielding point spectra and maps, the latter 
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revealing a correlation between structures and composition. The analyzes, including 

secondary (yielding topographic contrast) and backscattered (yielding elemental 

contrast) electron micrographs, were performed at the Brazilian Nanotechnology 

National Laboratory (LNNano) and at the Laboratory of Technological Plasmas 

(LaPTec) of the São Paulo State University, using a JEOL JSM-6010 LA microscope 

and also a FEI Quanta 650 FEG microscope, both coupled to EDS equipment. In the 

former SEM, an X-ray Dry SD Hyper (EX-94410T1L11) detector with resolution of 

129 to 133 eV for the Mn K line at 3000 cps was used. In order to avoid surface 

charging, some samples were coated with a thin layer of gold-palladium using a DESK-

V HP Cold Etch/Sputter system. Whenever possible, EDS analysis was not used in 

coated samples, and EDS mapping was performed in thin sections, to avoid 

misinterpretation of elemental composition. 

 

 Obs.: Details on experimental setup are found in the following chapters 

(articles). 
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5. Article “Deciphering the Preservation of Fossil Insects: a Case Study from the 

Crato Member, Early Cretaceous of Brazil”. 
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Abstract 

Exceptionally well-preserved three-dimensional insects with fine details and even labile 

tissues are ubiquitous in the Crato Member Konservat Lagerstätte (northeastern Brazil). 

Here we investigate the preservational pathways which yielded such specimens. We 

employed high resolution techniques (EDXRF, SR-SXS, SEM, EDS, micro Raman, and 

PIXE) to understand their fossilisation on mineralogical and geochemical grounds. 

Pseudomorphs of framboidal pyrite, the dominant fossil microfabric, display size 

variation when comparing cuticle with inner areas or soft tissues, which we interpret as 

the result of the balance between ion diffusion rates and nucleation rates of pyrite 

through the originally decaying carcasses. Furthermore, the mineral fabrics are 

associated with structures that can be the remains of extracellular polymeric substances 

(EPS). Geochemical data also point to a concentration of Fe, Zn, and Cu in the fossils in 

comparison to the embedding rock. Therefore, we consider that biofilms of sulphate 

reducing bacteria (SRB) had a central role in insect decay and mineralisation. Therefore, 

we shed light on exceptional preservation of fossils by pyritisation in a Cretaceous 

limestone lacustrine palaeoenvironment. 

 

Introduction 

Exceptionally preserved biotas have been recorded since the Precambrian (e.g. 

Chen et al., 2014). They comprise taphonomic windows (Konservat-Lagerstätten of 

Seilacher, Reif & Westphal, 1985), which provide essential evidence for understanding 

major issues regarding evolution and palaeoecology of ancient ecosystems (e.g. Raff et 

al., 2008). In fact, organisms with low potential of preservation are very promising as 

taphonomic windows since once they retain fine morphological aspects, this implies in 

high taxonomic fidelity, representative of an ancient biological community (Briggs et 

al., 2016).The high preservational fidelity of insects from the Crato Member (Santana 

Formation, northeastern Brazil) defines it as a taphonomic window for an Early 

Cretaceous ecosystem (Soares et al., 2013). Due to this kind of unique record, we know 

that the evolutionary history of the insects was characterised by major radiation and 

extinction events in the Cretaceous (Nicholson et al., 2015), when the diversification of 

social insects (Jarzembowski and Ross, 1996; Engel et al., 2007) and the radiation of 

flowering plants (Lidgard & Crane, 1988) took place. The latter has impacted insect 

evolution thereafter (Jarzembowski and Ross, 1996; Labandeira, 2014). 
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Within the palaeolacustrine setting of the Crato Member, several insect groups 

display exceptional preservation of nonbiomineralised tissues on a micron-scale as well 

as gross morphological features (Delgado et al., 2014; Barling et al., 2015). Whilst 

previous studies have considered the preservation of these organisms (Heimhofer & 

Martill, 2007; Menon & Martill, 2007; Delgado et al., 2014; Barling et al., 2015), 

microtextural and geochemical analyses have not been performed, nor has a detailed 

taphonomic model been proposed. Based on imaging, geochemical, and mineralogical 

analyses, this paper presents data that supports the central role of microorganisms in the 

fossilisation of the Crato Member insects. We propose a preservational pathway able to 

predict interconnections between geobiological and taphonomic processes operating in 

the exceptional preservation of these insects, which have yielded 3D replicas with 

mineralised internal soft tissues. 

 

Geological Setting  

The fossil insects used in this study are from the Crato Member (Santana 

Formation, Araripe Basin) located in northeastern Brazil (Fig. 1). It is a continental rift 

basin, bounded by NE and WNW faults (Assine, 2007), formed during the opening of 

the South Atlantic Ocean (Brito-Neves, 1990; Assine, 2007). 

The base of the Araripe Basin is comprised by the Cariri Formation, proposed by 

Beurlen (1962) (Late Ordovician/Early Devonian) (Assine, 2007). Four supersequences 

are recognised in the Araripe Basin (following Assine, 2007): 1- Pre-rift 

Supersequence: siliciclastic fluvial-lacustrine sediments from both the Brejo Santo and 

Missão Velha formations, dated to the Late Jurassic by ostracodes and palynomorphs 

(Coimbra, Arai & Carreño, 2002); 2- Rift Supersequence: deltaic, fluvial and lacustrine 

siliciclastic sediments from the Abaiara Formation, attributed to the Early Cretaceous 

based mainly on ostracode biozonation (Coimbra, Arai & Carreño, 2002); 3- Post-rift 

Supersequence: Barbalha Formation, with two fluvial (siliciclasts)/lacustrine (pelites 

and carbonates) cycles and the Santana Formation, both units occurring within the 

Araripe Group and Aptian-Albian in age (Coimbra, Arai & Carreño, 2002). The lower 

succession of the Barbalha Formation comprises the “Camadas Batateira”, which 

represent the first evidence of an anoxic lacustrine cycle. In the Araripina Formation, 

heterolitic facies of alluvial fan plains of the Mesoalbian occur. This unit is overlaid by 

fluvial sediments of the Exu Formation (Araripe Group), located in the top of the 
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Araripe Basin, whose age is uncertain due to the absence of microfossils (Coimbra, Arai 

& Carreño, 2002), although its stratigraphic position suggests an Albian-Cenomanian 

age (Coimbra, Arai & Carreño, 2002; Assine, 2007). 

The Santana Formation is divided in two members. The Crato Member, the most 

basal unit, outcrops only in the east portion of the Araripe Basin (Viana & Neumann, 

2000). Its Late Aptian age is based mainly on palynomorphs (Coimbra, Arai & Carreño, 

2002). This unit consists of carbonates, forming intermittent banks, more than 20 meters 

thick (Assine, 2007). These carbonates are divided into six levels, each one with basal 

clay-carbonate rhythmites overlaid by micritic laminated limestones, where the fossil 

insects from this study occur (Viana & Neumann, 2000). These lithologies were 

deposited in a lacustrine palaeoenvironment. The carbonate levels are interbedded with 

shales (occasionally rich in organic matter), sandstones, and siltstones (Viana & 

Neumann, 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Geological setting of the Crato Member. (A) Geological Map of the 

Araripe Basin. (B) Position of the Araripe Basin in the Brazilian territory. (C) 

Simplified stratigraphic chart of the Araripe Basin. Modified from Assine (2007). 
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In the top of the Crato Member, supratidal gypsum layers and shales, known as 

the “Camadas Ipubi” occur (Assine, 2007). Transgressive events led to the deposition of 

siliciclastic marine sediments, with shales with carbonatic fossiliferous nodules from the 

Romualdo Member (Kellner, 2002), the Santana Formation top stratigraphic unit 

(Assine, 2007). Both “Camadas Ipubi” and Romualdo Member comprise the Late 

Aptian-Early Albian interval, defined by palynozones (Coimbra, Arai & Carreño, 

2002). Above the Romualdo Member, a level with marine shell beds occurs, which is 

covered by regressive freshwater facies (Beurlen, 1971), in the upper part of the Santana 

Formation. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The specimens analysed (“GP/1E”) are deposited in the Scientific 

Palaeontological Collection of the Institute of Geosciences of the University of São 

Paulo (Brazil). No permits were required for the described study since it was performed 

after specimens had been deposited in the above mentioned scientific collection. The 

results herein presented comprise the analyses of the following samples: GP/1E 7105, 

GP/1E 8440, GP/1E 8397, GP/1E 8827, GP/1E 6820, GP/1E 10368, and GP/1E 9137. 

The analyses were made with complementary paleometrical techniques 

(Delgado et al., 2014) on weathered samples, in order to validate the results of several 

techniques.  

Samples were initially observed and photographed in a Zeiss Stemi 2000-C 

stereomicroscope coupled to a Zeiss AxioCam ICc3 camera. The image acquisition was 

made in the software AxionVision 4.8.  

Micro morphological analyses of the fossil insects were conducted by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) in a JEOL JSM-6010 LA microscope and also in a FEI 

Quanta 650 FEG microscope, both coupled to an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) equipment. In the former microscope, an X-ray Dry SD Hyper (EX-

94410T1L11) detector with resolution of 129 to 133 eV for the Mn K line at 3000 cps 

was used.  To avoid surface charging during SEM inspections samples were coated with 

a thin layer of gold-palladium using a DESK-V HP Cold Etch/Sputter system. The 

micrographs were then taken using the secondary electron detector of the microscopes 

(except one micrograph, which was taken using the backscattered electron detector of 
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the JEOL JSM-6010 LA microscope). All spectroscopic analyses were performed on 

three main regions of the samples: inside the carcasses, on the cuticle, and on the 

surrounding rock matrix. EDS point and mapping spectra were employed to highlight 

qualitative elemental heterogeneities among these three regions. The results obtained 

with EDS were carefully analysed and interpreted since EDS point analysis may lack 

spatial representativeness and EDS mapping is a qualitative approach, which may be 

affected by sample topographic irregularities.  

Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) analyses were performed for 

rapid elemental characterisation of heavier elements, previously to EDS in order to 

select samples to this latter technique. The portable EDXRF equipment consisted of a 

mini Amptek X-ray tube of Ag anode and a Silicon Drift Detector (SDD - X-ray 

semiconductor detector) of 125 eV FWHM for the 5.9 keV line of Mn. The 

measurements were carried out with 30 kV voltage and 5 µA of tube current and with 

an excitation/detection time of 100 s.  

The quantitative detection of phosphorus in the samples was performed in 

vacuum, at the soft X-ray spectroscopy (SXS) beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron 

Light Laboratory (Abbate et al., 1999), following the work of Leri et al. (2006).  

The elemental mapping of a whole sample was made by the application of 

particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE). The analysis was performed in the external 

beam setup of the 1.7 MV-tandem accelerator of the University of São Paulo. A 2.4 

MeV energy proton beam (1 mm in diameter) was used at the sample surface to induce 

the emission of characteristic X-rays, detected by an AMPTEK XR-100CR (450 μm 

thickness, 4.6 mm
2
 area, 0.5 mil Be-window, and 165 eV energy-resolution at 5.9 keV, 

and additional X-ray absorber of 300 μm to avoid high counting rates). The sample was 

positioned in front of the external beam setup by a robotic sample holder that 

sequentially moved the sample to cover the fossil area by a matrix of analysed spots 

(0.7 mm steps in both directions). In each point, the sample holder stands during the 

detector acquisition time, which in the case of this study was 15 s with a beam current 

of 10 nA, and saves an X-ray spectra for each point. The maps were created using the 

peak area (background removed) and the position of each measured point tracked by the 

robotic sample holder.  

The mineralogical composition of both fossils and laminated limestone was 

analysed by Raman spectroscopy in a confocal micro Raman inVia Renishaw 
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equipment, coupled to a laser of 785 nm wavelength and 300 mW power and a laser of 

633 nm wavelength and 17 mW power, and a CCD detector. The Raman spectra were 

analysed in the software Origin
®

8. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Microtextural Characterisation of the Fossils 

SEM analysis revealed that fossil exoskeletons (Fig. 2) are preserved by sub-

spherical to spherical closely-packed grains, with diameters mainly in the range of 5 to 

10 µm (Fig. 3A), which are formed by anhedral to euhedral nanocrystals (Fig. 3B-D). 

The outer cuticle surface retains fine morphological details (Fig. 3A; Barling et al., 

2015), built by the close-packing of these grains (Fig. 3A-D; Grimes et al., 2002). The 

cuticle is also replaced by polygonal lamellar sometimes porous structures likely filled 

with nanocrystals similar to the ones forming the sub-/spherical grains and with an 

anhedral microcrystalline mineral phase, with less than 1 µm (Fig. 3D). 

Figure 2: (A) orthopteran GP/1E 7105. (B) hemipteran GP/1E 8440. (C) blattodea 

GP/1E 9137. (D) specimen GP/1E 6820, cuticle of an undetermined insect. In A-C, 

exoskeleton is indicated by narrow arrows and internal part is indicated by wide arrows. 

The brown, yellow, and orange-brown colours represent the alteration of originally 
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precipitated pyrite (Barling et al., 2015). Scale bars = 2 mm (A-C), 1 mm (D). Figure A 

was modified from Delgado et al. (2014). 

 

 

Figure 3: Scanning electron microscopy analysis for mineral characterisation of 

samples. (A) blattodea GP/1E 9137 (Fig. 2C). Sub-spherical to spherical grains merge 

(1), yielding a levelled surface (Grimes et al., 2002), which retains details of the outer 

cuticle area (2; e.g. Barling et al., 2015). Scale bar = 10 µm. (B) GP/1E 8440 (Fig. 2B). 

Dissolution cavities delimited by a mineralised template formerly occupied by crystals. 

Scale bar = 2 µm. (C) GP/1E 8440 (Fig. 2B). Detail of the microtexture depicted in B. 

Scale bar = 2 µm. (D) GP/1E 9137 (Fig. 2C). In the cuticle, polygonal structures 

delimited by lamellae (arrow) occur. These are likely composed by very fine grained 

pseudomorphs after pyrite. The lamellae are porous in some portions (1 and 2). The 
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polygonal structures are filled with nanocrystals similar to the ones forming the sub-

spherical to spherical grains (3) and with anhedral pseudomorphs of microcrystalline 

pyrite (< 1 µm) (4). Scale bar = 10 µm. (E) GP/1E 8397 (Fig. 6A). The microfabrics of 

the internal cavities are formed by sub-spherical to spherical generally loosely-packed 

grains (of approximately 1 µm in diameter), formed by nanocrystals (1) and sometimes 

have smoothed surface (2). The latter is likely an oxidation feature of the former type. 

The arrow depicts oxidation feature. Scale bar = 1 µm. (F) GP/1E 7105 (Fig. 2A). Some 

grains infilling internal cavities are embedded in a smooth matrix (wide arrow) and 

form clusters without a defined shape. “Weblike” structures are indicated by narrow 

arrows. These features are interpreted as preserved extracellular polymeric substances 

(EPS). Scale bar = 2 µm. A-F are secondary electron micrographs. A: Beam energy: 10 

kV, work distance: 11 mm, spot size: 15; B: Beam energy: 10 kV, work distance: 8 mm, 

spot size: 15; C: Beam energy: 10 kV, work distance: 8 mm, spot size: 15; D: Beam 

energy: 10 kV, work distance: 11 mm, spot size: 15. E: Beam energy: 10 kV, work 

distance: 8 mm, spot size: 15. F: Beam energy: 10 kV, work distance: 8 mm, spot size: 

15. 

 

 

The inner portion of the fossils (Fig. 2) is filled with sub-spherical to spherical 

generally loosely-packed grains of approximately 1 µm in diameter, formed by 

nanocrystals (Fig. 3E and F). These grains sometimes have smoothed corroded surfaces 

and are partially disintegrated or covered by a fuzzy mineral phase (Fig. 3E; as showed 

by Barling et al., 2015 in Fig. 13E). Cuticle-replacing grains have dissolution cavities 

formerly occupied by crystals, which left empty templates after oxidation (Fig. 3B and 

C; similar to Fig. 3B and 3D of MacLean et al., 2008). Taking together, such evidence 

reinforces oxidation. 

In some parts of both cuticle and internal cavities, individual grains are 

embedded in a smooth matrix, forming clusters that vary in size and shape and are 

connected by “weblike” structures (Fig. 3F). 

 

Geochemical Analyses 

Elemental analyses revealed that iron is more concentrated in fossils than in rock 

matrix, while calcium and strontium are more concentrated in rock (Figs. 4-6; Fig. S1). 
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The preferential distribution of these elements is in accordance with the presence of iron 

compounds replacing the fossils and the calcitic composition of the rock matrix (Barling 

et al., 2015). Zinc, copper, and lead appear in a higher concentration in the fossils than 

in the laminated limestone (Figs. 5, 7, Fig. S1). Lead and zinc may be attributed, 

respectively, to galena and sphalerite (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). Concentrations of 

copper in fossils may point to the original precipitation of sulphides along with pyrite, 

galena and sphalerite, reflecting reducing conditions (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). 

The low abundance of potassium, aluminium, silicon (Figs. 5, 6), plus oxygen in 

the samples can be attributed to an aluminium silicate, probably k-feldspar, which 

occurs in the laminated limestones (Heimhofer et al., 2010), or even to clay minerals 

formed after feldspar weathering. PIXE mapping of elemental distribution revealed high 

concentrations of manganese in the rock matrix (Fig. S1), indicating that disseminated 

pyrolusite does occur (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). 

 We also showed higher concentrations of phosphorus in the fossils (50.000-

60.000 ppm; associated to some areas filled with inner grains (Fig. 5C and D)), as 

briefly mentioned by Delgado et al. (2014), than in the limestone (700-800 ppm). The 

observed positive correlation between the concentration of calcium and phosphorus 

(Fig. 5) is consistent with the presence of apatite in the samples. EDS elemental 

mapping of mineral fabrics and “weblike” structure (Fig. 7) revealed a marked 

preferential concentration of carbon in the latter. 

Raman spectroscopy analysis indicated the presence of goethite or amorphous 

hematite in fossils (Fig. 8; Faria & Lopes, 2007). Therefore, iron and oxygen detected 

by other techniques can be associated to these iron oxides/hydroxides, also documented 

by Barling et al. (2015) and Grimaldi & Maisey (1990). 
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Figure 4: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the specimen 

GP/1E 8440 (Fig. 2B). (A) Scanning electron microscopy secondary electron 

micrograph of the specimen (matrix (M) and cuticle (C)). Beam energy: 10 kV, work 

distance: 8 mm, spot size: 65. (B) iron. (C) calcium. (D) oxygen. Scale bars = 0.5 mm. 

 

Figure 5: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy point spectra. (A) GP/1E 8440 (Fig. 

2B). Cuticle. (B) GP/1E 7105 (Fig. 2A). Matrix. (C-D), GP/1E 8397 (Fig. 6A). Internal 

part of the fossil. 

 

 

Preservation of Fossil Insects 

Microcrystals of framboidal pyrite or even of framboid pseudomorphs can be 

subhedral to anhedral, as for example observed in fresh biofilms (Maclean et al., 2008) 

and replacing Chengjiang Cricocosmia worm (Gabbott et al., 2004). In samples here 

analysed, cuticle sub-/spherical grain shape is sometimes obscured, possibly by grain 

collapse after weathering (Barling et al., 2015), although Fig. 6A of Delgado et al. 

(2014) depicts grain shape. Moreover, it is still possible to recognise often regular 

euhedral to subhedral microcrystal templates (Fig. 3 B,C) and anhedral microcrystals 

(Fig. 6A, inset, of Delgado et al., 2014). With such evidence in mind, pyrite framboids 

can be actually defined as spherical to sub-spherical textures formed by microcrystals 

often regular in shape and size (Canfield and Raiswell, 1991; Butler and Rickard, 2000). 

Therefore, we follow Delgado et al. (2014) in their interpretation that cuticle-replacing 

microfabrics are composed of framboid pseudomorphs, while inner grains are herein 

considered pseudomorphs after microframboidal pyrite (microframboid sensu 
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Sawlowicz, 1993). Indeed, microfabrics are mainly composed of iron and oxygen (Figs. 

4 and 5), as also reported by Delgado et al. (2014). Additionally, the polygonal lamellae 

structures associated with pseudomorphs of pyrite crystals (Fig. 3D) could be 

interpreted as pyrite overgrowths around originally precipitated pyrite framboids (e.g. 

Fig. 1D of Grimes et al., 2002). 

 

Figure 6: X-ray fluorescence spectra (EDXRF). (A) orthopteran GP/1E 8397. Cuticle 

is indicated by narrow arrow, while internal portion is indicated by wide arrow. Scale 

bar = 2 mm. (B-D), EDXRF spectra of specimen in A (a) and of specimen GP/1E 8440 

(b) (Fig. 2B). Ip = internal portion, C = cuticle, and M = rock matrix. See (B) for 

element/peak correlation for all three spectra (B-D). 
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Figure 7: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy elemental map of a “weblike” 

feature. (A) GP/1E 8827 (Fig. S1). Scanning electron microscopy secondary electron 

micrograph of the “weblike” (putative preserved extracellular polymeric substances) 

feature and the surrounding pyrite pseudomorphs. Beam energy: 10 kV, work distance: 

11 mm, spot size: 65. (B) Carbon map of the region showed in A. The colour pattern 

(carbon distribution) may, alternatively, reflect sample topographic irregularities. Scale 

bars = 5 µm. 

 

Figure 8: Raman spectra of insect cuticle. (A) spectrum of an iron oxide/hydroxide 

(amorphous hematite or limonite (Faria & Lopes, 2007)) of cuticle in Fig. 2D (** = ca 

245). (B) spectrum of goethite of the cuticle of the fossil GP/1E 8440 (Fig. 2B). A laser 

source of 785 nm was used in B and other laser source of 633 nm was used in A. A: 

magnification = 20x, exposure time = 20s, accumulation number = 30, laser power = 

1%; B: magnification = 50x (long working distance), exposure time = 10s, 

accumulation number = 30, laser power = 0.05%. 
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In comparison to the Crato Member insects, other similarly preserved 

palaeobiotas include Jehol biota insects, composed of framboids between 6-15 µm 

(Wang et al., 2015), but lacking microframboids. In Crato Member insects, it was 

possible to differentiate the pyritic microtexture replacing cuticles from that infilling 

internal cavities or replacing soft tissues (Delgado et al., 2014). This difference was not 

observed in the Jehol specimens. When cuticle is preserved in these specimens, it is 

composed of isolated microcrystals (Wang et al., 2012), while Crato Member 

exoskeletons are composed of coarse framboid pseudomorphs. 

Some of the filamentous structures associated with microfabrics could be 

interpreted as soft-tissue decay amorphous products, as reported in a taphonomic 

experiment carried out by Briggs and Kear (1993) using decaying shrimps. However, 

several observations support that these structures, which seems to have been originally 

flexible and pliable, are putative remaining fragmentary extracellular polymeric 

substances (EPS) (Figs. 3F and 7; e.g. Fig. 10F in Toporski et al., 2002; Fig. 3A in 

MacLean et al., 2008; Fig. 3F in Wang et al., 2012), confirming other current 

interpretations (e.g. Delgado et al, 2014):  

1- these structures occur in fossils and were not found in the matrix (Toporski et 

al.,2002), although EPS has been both found associated to calcite and microfossils in 

the host rock and related to calcite genesis (Catto et al., 2016); 

2- Figure 7A, for instance, shows that even after SEM vacuum the “weblike” 

structure has not collapsed, as it would otherwise be expected since samples were not 

prepared to avoid the collapse of recent hydrated structures (Défarge et al., 1996); 

3- if these structures were modern contamination, one would expect the presence 

of bacteria, however it does not happen. This observation is coherent with pyritisation 

being slower than bacteria decay, thus hindering bacteria preservation. This would be 

possible by faster mineralisation processes, such as phosphatisation (Briggs, 2003; 

Briggs et al., 2005);  

4- the structures are structurally organised with mineral fabrics since putative 

EPS involves them and microfabrics are embedded in a smooth matrix (Fig. 3F), as 

already mentioned, enabling grain cohesion, accordingly to the EPS definition of 

Characklis and Wilderer (1989); 

5- we actually expect the occurrence of EPS in the context of 

organomineralisation, such as the precipitation of framboidal pyrite;  
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6- finally, the association of high abundance of carbon to EPS (Fig. 7) is also 

well documented in the Jehol biota fossil insects (Wang et al., 2012). Barling et al. 

(2015) suggested that silica halos surrounding and partially covering Crato Member 

fossil insects might be attributed to preserved bacterial biofilms, although they have not 

provided additional morphological and/or geochemical evidence to support this 

interpretation. 

The above discussed presence of pseudomorphs of framboidal pyrite replacing 

insects, in association with putative EPS, strengthens the hypothesis that biofilm-

forming heterotrophic sulphate-reducing bacteria precipitated pyrite, accounting for the 

preservation of our fossils (Briggs, 2003; Peterson, Lenczewski & Scherer, 2010; Wang 

et al., 2012; Delgado et al., 2014; Barling et al., 2015). Indeed, biofilms develop organic 

templates and suitable chemical microenvironmental conditions for the nucleation, 

growth and aggregation of pyrite crystals in framboids (MacLean et al., 2008). This 

explains mineral fabrics with empty cavities in the insects, originally filled with pyrite 

crystals, likely outlined by an organic template (Fig. 3B, C; very similar to Plate 14, 

Fig. 15 of Love, 1965 and to Fig. 3B and 3D of MacLean et al., 2008). Additionally, the 

relationship between decaying organic matter and pyrite growth (Brock, Parkes & 

Briggs, 2006; Raff et al., 2008) has already been supported, for instance, by the 

presence of organic matter in framboids (Maclean et al., 2008), and the infilling of 

microfossils (Szczepanik, Sawłowicz & Bak, 2004) and of vertebrate bones (Peterson, 

Lenczewski & Scherer, 2010) by framboids. Actually, the same happens with the Crato 

Member insects, thus endorsing the influence of SRB activity to mineralisation during 

carcass decay. Finally, biofilms create geochemical gradients, controlling ion diffusion 

rates, directly affecting mineralisation (Briggs, 2003; Peterson, Lenczewski & Scherer, 

2010; MacLean et al., 2008; Raff et al., 2008) and, hence promoting active 

organomineralisation (sensu Dupraz et al., 2008). This has already been evidenced by 

taphonomic experiments with decaying shrimp carcasses (Sagemann et al., 1999), 

which revealed that geochemical gradients are rapidly developed by oxygen and pH 

decrease, and sulphate reduction is triggered by anaerobic bacterial decay, leading to 

iron sulphide formation and soft-tissue preservation. 

We propose that during early diagenesis, sulphate-reducing bacteria reduced 

sulphate (SO4
2-

) to hydrogen sulphide (H2S) (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007) and, possibly, 

ferric iron (Fe
3+

) to ferrous iron (Fe
2+

) (Colemann et al., 1993; Gabbott et al., 2004; 
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Popa, Kinkle & Badescu, 2004; Heimhofer & Martill, 2007) dissolved in pore water 

solutions, leading to pyrite formation, which is generally controlled by the amount of 

dissolved sulphate, reactive iron minerals and available decay-prone organic matter 

(Berner, 1984; Skei, 1988; Sawlowicz, 1993). This process led to exoskeleton 

mineralisation (e.g. Orr, Briggs, Kearns, 2008). Moreover, the diffusion of pore water 

solutions into and through insect carcasses also provided ions for SRB, which in turn 

infested the insects (e.g. Briggs et al., 2005), mediating the precipitation of minerals, 

mainly microframboidal pyrite, which covered the internal soft tissues (Fig. 9 and Fig. 

13E of Barling et al., 2015). Microframboidal pyrite also infilled internal cavities (Figs. 

3E, F) with remaining organic matter derived from partially decayed soft tissues (Orr, 

Briggs & Kearns, 2008; Pan, Sha & Fürsich, 2014). Therefore, distinct soft tissues had 

variable preservational potentials (Briggs & Kear, 1993; Duncan & Briggs, 1996) 

and/or fossilisation processes varied along carcasses (Gabbott et al., 2004). The 

preservational process is summarised in Fig. 10. 

Figure 9: Scanning electron microscopy micrographs of putative muscular fibres. 

(A-B) GP/1E 7105 (Fig. 2A). (A) putative muscular fibres in a broken portion of the 

cuticle. Scale bar = 50 µm. (B) microfabric (arrows) associated with the putative 

muscular fibres. Scale bar = 10 µm. A-B are secondary electron micrographs. A: Beam 

energy: 5.000 kV, spot size: 3.0, work distance: 14.5 mm; B: Beam energy: 10.00 kV, 

spot size: 3.0, work distance: 14.4 mm. 

 

 

The occurrence of coarse framboidal pyrite and fine microframboidal pyrite 

pseudomorphs can be interpreted as the result of the balance between ion (iron and 

sulphate) diffusion and pyrite nucleation rates (Sagemann et al., 1999; Butler & 
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Rickard, 2000; Gabbott et al., 2004). Initially, several pyritic nuclei likely formed owing 

to an initial high oversaturation of iron and sulphate present in pore water solutions, 

thus yielding framboids, as proposed for framboid formation in Chengjiang biota fossils 

and in Jehol biota insects (Gabbott et al., 2004; Ohfuji & Rickard, 2005; Wang et al., 

2012; Schiffbauer et al., 2014). Moreover, the barrier created by the cuticle, the biofilms 

(around and inside carcasses), and the already formed authigenic pyrite crystals 

presumably restricted ion diffusion (lower than nucleation rate) (e.g. MacLean et al., 

2008) and, thus, also favoured the precipitation of framboidal pyrite, instead of isolated 

crystals (Gabbott et al., 2004). Nevertheless, in comparison to innermost carcass areas, 

the cuticle received a continuous influx of iron and sulphate from the sediment, which 

favoured coarse framboid formation, while finer microframboidal pyrite precipitated 

within the inner cavities of the carcasses owing to the decreasing influx of iron and 

sulphate inward. Indeed, initial pyrite saturation and ion diffusion timing can control 

mineral size (Sawlowicz, 1993; Gabbott et al., 2004; Schiffbauer et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, the high decay potential of labile internal tissues (e.g. muscles; Fig. 9) also 

led to an increase in H2S saturation (Schiffbauer et al., 2014) and, thus, high nucleation 

rates and microframboid formation inside the insect carcasses, as suggested by Gabbott 

et al. (2004) to the preservation of the Chengjiang biota. 
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Figure 10: Process of preservation of the Crato Member fossil insects. After final 

burial (a), ions present in sediment pore water solutions were concentrated in biofilms 

of sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) (green) around and within decaying carcasses. Both 

ions and bacteria entered insects through microcracks (putatively generated by 

compaction) in the cuticle (black) (b). These bacteria reduced sulphate and, possibly 

iron (III), resulting in framboidal pyrite formation, which replaced cuticle (brown; c, d). 

Within the carcasses, labile tissues (grey) were also replaced and replicated (or at least 

covered) by microframboidal pyrite (c, internal yellow halo and d, internal yellow 

spheres). Total carcass collapse was initially avoided by structural strength of both 

cuticle and internal soft tissues and later prevented by early lithification of both 

exoskeleton and internal soft tissues (e, f), thus yielding three-dimensional replicas. 

Microcracks were also filled with pyrite (f, red segments in the mineralised cuticle). 

 

 

Geochemical analyses revealed the preferential concentration of copper, zinc, 

and lead in fossils in comparison to the surrounding matrix. The different abundance of 

some elements between fossils and their embedding rock has been extensively attributed 

to the activity of bacterial biofilms, which envelop decaying carcasses and leads to their 

mineralisation (Wilby et al., 1996; Toporski et al., 2002; Westall et al., 2006; Laflamme 

et al., 2011). Copper, zinc, and lead are able to bond to organic matter (Šípková et al., 

2013). Alternatively, the preferable association of copper and zinc to the carcasses can 

be attributed to bacterial activity. Indeed, chitinous substrates buried in sediments are 

able to remove heavy metals from contaminated environments, a process mediated by 

bacteria (Kan et al., 2013). In this sense, the high chemical affinity of copper and zinc 

with chitin (Neugebauer, 1986) further explains the presence of these metals associated 

with the insects. Moreover, the adsorption of Cu
2+ 

to chitin varies in response to pH 

gradients (Gonzalez-Davila & Millero, 1990), which is controlled by biofilms, as 

already mentioned. The higher lead concentration in the fossils than in the limestone 

may be related to the association of this element with iron oxide/hydroxides, as reported 

in an Archaeopteryx sample (Bergmann et al., 2010), although no causal relationship 

has been attributed to explain this preferential association. This may also be explained 

by SRB activity on and within the insect carcasses yielding authigenic precipitation of 

galena (Lambrez et al., 2000). 
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Local variations of pH created during anaerobic decay control mineralisation, 

with acid conditions leading to phosphate precipitation, while higher pH values 

accounts for carbonate mineralisation (Briggs & Wilby, 1996; Sagemann et al., 1999). 

In this vein, other authors suggested that the preservation of internal non-cuticular soft 

tissues of the Crato Member insects has occurred by phosphatisation (e.g. Barling et al., 

2015), similarly to the preservation of labile tissues within a Jurassic horseshoe crab 

(Briggs et al., 2005), although direct quantitative evidence has not been revealed until 

SXS data herein provided. The preferential association of apatite to the fossils also 

points to microbial activity during fossilisation, as noticed elsewhere (Briggs et al., 

2005). Only calcium poor continental waters have enough high concentrations of 

phosphate in solution to enable phosphatisation (Martínez-Delclòs, Briggs & Peñalver, 

2004), which was not the case of the Crato Member palaeolake. Therefore, alternative 

sources, such as the decay of organic matter (Allison, 1988; Briggs, 2003) might have 

resulted in a high offer of phosphorus (and phosphate) for fossil insect phosphatisation. 

This process may have been facilitated by the activity of phosphate solubilizing bacteria 

(Kan et al., 2013; Martínez-Delclòs, Briggs & Peñalver, 2004). 

The diffusion of solutions within decaying carcasses was likely controlled by the 

lithification rate and, possibly, by exoskeleton microcracks generated by compaction 

(Figs. 10 and 11). This latter process is an explanation for the preservation of internal 

tissues in a Jurassic horseshoe crab (Briggs et al., 2005), wherein the infestation of 

bacteria was also facilitated by predation or diseases. Indeed, predation and partial 

disarticulation of some insects could have facilitated bacteria infestation and the 

diffusion of ion rich solutions. This mechanism could account for the occurrence of 

partially disarticulated and fragmented fossil insects, but still with fine details preserved 

(e.g. Barling et al., 2015) and with some degree of three-dimensionality due to early 

mineralisation. 
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Figure 11: Microcracks in the cuticle of a specimen. (A) Orthopteran GP/1E 10368. 

Scale bar = 2 mm. (B) Scanning electron microscopy secondary electron micrograph 

showing microcracks in the cuticle (arrows). Scale bar = 10 µm. Beam energy: 10.00 

kV, spot size: 3.0, work distance: 11.2 mm. 

 

The small size of the microframboidal pyrite pseudomorphs (~1 µm in diameter) 

explains the high fidelity of internal soft-tissue preservation (Briggs, 2003; Delgado et 

al., 2014), as observed in a taphonomic experiment carried out by (Briggs & Kear, 

1993). We suggest that total carcass collapse by sediment compaction (Wang et al., 

2012) was initially prevented by exoskeleton and internal tissue mechanical resistance 

to compression (Orr, Briggs & Kearns, 2008; Pan, Sha & Fürsich, 2014). Thereafter, 

further compaction was likely prevented by carcass mineralisation, yielding three-

dimensional insect replicas (Fig. 11), as suggested for the Jehol biota insects (Wang et 

al., 2012; Pan, Sha & Fürsich, 2014). 

The exceptional preservation of Crato Member insects reflects 

palaeoenvironmental conditions. Isotopic analyses of carbonate carbon and oxygen 

performed in the Crato Member basalmost laminated limestones revealed that the 

depositional palaeoenvironment was a freshwater stratified lake poorly connected with 

external water sources, with stagnant, anoxic, and at least episodic hypersaline bottom 

waters (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007; Martill, Loveridge & Heimhofer, 2007; Heimhofer 

et al., 2010). Water column stratification may have been related to stagnation and/or 

high rates of surface water primary productivity providing a high amount of organic 

matter, the decay of which by aerobic bacteria reduced bottom water oxygen and 

eventually led to anaerobic conditions in deep waters (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). 
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Furthermore, the occurrence of salt pseudomorphs and xerophytic vegetation pollen 

supports a semi-arid to arid palaeoclimate (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). 

Melendez et al. (2012) proposed the influence of photic zone euxinia (PZE) to 

the preservation of biomarkers and to exceptional fossil preservation (Heimhofer & 

Martill, 2007). The isorenieratene biomarker was reported in the Crato Member 

laminated limestones by Heimhofer & Martill (2007). This pigment is used by green 

sulphur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae) in anoxygenic photosynthesis (Schwark, 2013). This 

implies that the palaeoenvironment was, at least, temporarily stratified in relation to O2 

and H2S yielding euxinic photic zone (EPZ), being H2S likely produced by SRB within 

the sediment (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). Following this rationale, degradation was 

diminished after carcasses entered the EPZ since the blockage of autolysis is triggered 

by reduction and/or anoxic conditions (Raff et al., 2008). 

Moreover, the palaeoenvironmental stratification in respect of oxygen and 

salinity likely favoured fossil preservation (Heimhofer et al., 2007). The absence of 

burrowers (together with grazers and scavengers) in the palaeolake owing to its 

stratification (Heimhofer & Martill, 2007; Menon & Martill, 2007) accounts for the lack 

of bioturbation, which have favoured mineralisation. Indeed, diffusion of O2, sediment 

hydration, and aerobic decay of Corg were prevented (Callow & Brasier, 2009) resulting 

in a zone of ionic saturation, heterotrophic anaerobic activity, then yielding the early 

precipitation of authigenic minerals, like phosphates and pyrite (Gehling, 1999; Callow 

& Brasier, 2009; Laflamme et al., 2011; G. L. Osés et al., unpublished data). Similarly, 

bioturbation was proposed as a control for the pyritisation of insects from the also 

lacustrine Jehol biota (Wang et al., 2012; Pan, Sha & Fürsich, 2014). In addition to the 

lack of bioturbation, the protection of the water-sediment interface against storms likely 

contributed to substrate anoxia (Gehling, 1999; Heimhofer & Martill, 2007). 

Furthermore, the development of SRB biofilms around insect carcasses at the 

palaeolake bottom, followed by carcass mineralisation, would have been enabled, for 

instance, by the lack of grazers in the water-sediment interface (Menon & Martill, 

2007). Indeed, the importance of microorganisms, of high salinity, and of the lack of 

scavengers to the preservation of three-dimensional fossil insects was already noticed 

by Duncan and Briggs (1996) for the preservation of Riversleigh (Tertiary, Australia) 

3D insects. The role of microbial mats to three-dimensional insect preservation in 
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palaeolakes was then extended to the Jehol biota and the Crato Member (Wang et al., 

2012; Barling et al., 2015). 

Nevertheless, the above discussed factors cannot fully explain pyritisation. The 

Crato Member fossil insects are typically found in laminated limestone facies with a 

poor content of organic matter (Neumann et al., 2003). Jehol biota pyritised insects 

(Wang et al., 2012) and Chengjiang biota pyritised arthropods, sponges, brachiopods, 

and other organisms (Gabbott et al., 2004) are also exclusive to organic-poor 

lithologies. In this way, the formation of pyrite is concentrated in the carcasses and not 

widespread within the sediment (Gabbott et al., 2004), which, therefore, we extend to 

the Crato Member. 

The fossil insects from the Crato Member are the first record of these organisms 

in lacustrine laminated limestones preserved by pyrite without a volcanogenic sediment 

origin, as it has been suggested for the preservation of the Jehol biota insects (Wang et 

al., 2012; Pan, Sha & Fürsich, 2014). These authors argued that iron and sulphur were 

nourished by volcanic material, deposited at a siliciclastic-bearing lacustrine system. 

Nevertheless, Wang et al. (2012) considered the role of heterotrophic bacteria as central 

for insect pyritisation, which was put on debate by Pan, Sha & Fürsich (2014). 

However, for the Crato Member, sulphate was likely provided by evaporites (Martill et 

al., 2007). 

Finally, SEM, EDS, EDXRF, PIXE, and Raman analyses (Figs. 3-6, 8, Fig. S1) 

suggest that the supergene oxidation and/or hydration of pyrite resulted in the formation 

of iron oxides/hydroxides (Sawlowicz & Kaye, 2006; Menon & Martill, 2007; Wang et 

al., 2012; Delgado et al., 2014; Pan, Sha & Fürsich, 2014). 
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Supplemental Figure S1. Particle induced X-ray emission analysis of the 

orthopteran GP/1E 8827. A, specimen analysed. Scale bar = 2 mm. B, iron. C, 

calcium. D, copper. E, zinc. F, manganese. Observe that the lighter portions of the 

elemental maps show higher concentrations of the analysed elements. 

 

 

Conclusions 

The results of imaging and geochemical techniques suggest that Crato Member 

fossil insects have been preserved by framboidal pyrite. Based on such evidence, we 

propose that the diffusion of pore water solutions to and through insect carcasses and 

their envelopment and infestation by bacteria created microenvironmental geochemical 

conditions which led to the mineralisation (mainly pyritisation) of insect cuticles and 

internal soft tissues. These geobiological/taphonomic processes have yielded three-

dimensional replicas of insects, keeping morphological details of delicate features (e.g. 

muscle fibres), which can shed light on taxonomy, systematics, and palaeoecology. 

Despite of pyrite genesis being ubiquitous, pyritisation of labile tissues is rare 

and restricted to few examples in the fossil record (e.g. Briggs, Bottrell & Raiswell, 

1991; Gabbott et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2012). Indeed, the exceptional preservation of 

the Crato Member fossil insects confirms the importance of the following factors to the 

formation of Lagerstätten: early diagenetic precipitation of pyrite (Gabbott et al., 2004; 

Wang et al., 2012; Barling et al., 2015) under stratified lake conditions with low energy 

and without bioturbators (Gehling, 1999; Wang et al., 2012), associated with microbial 

activity (Duncan & Briggs, 1996; Wang et al., 2012; Delgado et al., 2014; Barling et al., 
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2015; Catto et al., 2016), and fine sediments (Gehling, 1999) with low organic matter 

contents (Neumann et al., 2003). 
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Abstract 

Soft-tissue preservation provides palaeobiological information otherwise lost during 

fossilization. In Brazil, the Early Cretaceous Santana Formation has fishes with 

integument, muscles, connective tissues, and eyes still preserved. Thin-section 

petrography, geochemistry, and electron microscopy have been employed to test if such 

labile structures are the result of distinct palaeoenvironment-controlled pathways. Our 

study reveals that soft-tissues were pyritized or kerogenized in different facies, yielding 

distinct preservational fidelities. Indeed, new data provide the first record so far of 

vertebrate pyritized muscles and eyes. We propose that distinct sedimentation rates 

yielded two different facies in which buried carcasses underwent varied residence times 

in sulphate-reduction and methanogenesis zones, thus yielding pyritized or kerogenized 

soft-tissues, as suggested by Ediacaran fossil preservation. 

  

Introduction 

Exceptionally preserved fossils register palaeobiological novelties not encountered 

elsewhere in the geological record. Most questions can be answered through soft-tissue 

investigation in the so called Konservat-Lagerstätten
1
. Among these deposits, the 

Mesozoic rocks from the Santana Formation (Araripe Basin, north-east Brazil) stand out 

for their unique fossil content, often exquisitely preserved
2
. 

 The Crato Member (Supplementary Figure 1) records fossils that make it one of 

the Early Cretaceous most diversified palaeontological deposit. The vertebrate 

occurrences include pterosaurs, anurans, turtles, birds, among others
2
, with soft-tissue 

preservation
3,4

. Regarding fishes, Dastible crandalli (Supplementary Note 1) is the most 

abundant, occurring throughout the entire unit. However, its palaeoecology is still 

controversial. Despite that previous studies have briefly assessed taphonomic aspects
5
, 

several issues remain undebated. For instance, specimens with black carbonaceous and 

orange iron oxide/hydroxide soft-tissues are commonly found, respectively in grey (GL) 

and beige (BL) limestones. Previous works on insect preservation have claimed this 

preservational difference is due to rock weathering
2
, which is not supported by our 

evidence concerning fishes. 

Here, we hypothesize that fishes have followed distinct preservational pathways, 

according to palaeoenvironmental/facies variation. To test this hypothesis, we present 

independent lines of evidence, including thin-section light microscopy, as well as 
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geochemical and electron microscopy analyzes. The results reveal that fishes have been 

either pyritized or kerogenized. We propose that sedimentation rates have varied in 

regard to distinct facies, implying different carcass residence-time either in sulphate-

reduction (SR) or methanogenesis sedimentary microbial zones, resulting in both 

different taphonomic pathways and preservational fidelities. Hence, we suggest that the 

Crato Member fish fossilization can be interpreted by the kerogenization-pyritization 

gradient model for Neoproterozoic-Paleozoic metazoan preservation
6
. 

 

Results  

Fishes from BL present P concentrated in bones, while Ca is dominant in bones 

and in carbonate matrix (Fig. 1a,b). A high abundance of P and Ca in decayed soft-

tissue area is explained by the presence of ribs in this region. It was also possible to 

measure Pb correlated to the fossil as well as minor signals of S and metals that are 

commonly chelated by organic matter such as Fe, Cu, and Zn along soft-tissue regions 

(Fig. 1b). 

A BL fish has calcite-filled (CaCO3) bone cavities, hydroxyapatite 

(Ca5(PO4)3(OH)) in bones, and goethite (FeO(OH)) replacing soft-tissues surrounding 

vertebrae (Fig. 1d,e and Supplementary Figures 2 and 3). These results support EDXRF 

data. The same bone composition is confirmed for fish preserved in GL (Figs. 1f-h, Fig. 

2a,b). In contrast, soft-tissues are composed of C and S, revealing that they are 

carbonaceous (Fig. 1h). Furthermore, Mn is abundant in both matrix and cement 

(Supplementary Figure 4), Fe and Cu are more concentrated in soft-tissue regions (Fig. 

2a-c), and Zn is more concentrated in bones (Fig. 2a,d). 

In the carbonaceous fish, distinct cement types do occur (Supplementary Figure 

5). Moreover, soft-tissues consist of a thick hard dark material, which occur consistently 

along the body (Fig. 1f). Almost every bone, in cross-section, is enveloped by dark 

opaque amorphous to sinuous laminated material with alternating light/dark bands, 

locally convoluted (Fig. 2e-g), composed of fibres (Fig. 2f,g). Sometimes, black, beige, 

brown, and green bands alternate yielding a fibrous aspect (Fig. 2h,i). We interpret these 

features as preserved soft-tissue with muscle fibres (cells). In some regions, both soft-

tissues and bones present a degraded aspect (Fig. 2j). Carbonaceous fibres are poorly 

preserved and have no discernible microfabrics (Fig. 2k). 
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Figure 1. Geochemistry of the Crato Member fossil fishes. a, Specimen GP/2E 9014 

from BL with points (P1, P2 – decayed soft-tissue area; P3 – bones; P4, P5 – matrix) 

analyzed in b. b, EDXRF results of the selected points in fossil depicted in a. c, Fossil 

GP/2E 7781g. The dashed line indicates the approximate direction of thin section in d. 

d, Thin section (GP/L 20) of specimen in c depicting calcite cement filling vertebrae 

(1), vertebrae (2), and soft-tissues (3) around vertebrae. The red square delimits the area 

analyzed in e. e, Energy dispersive X-ray (EDS) maps of several elements distributed 

among the three main regions (1-3) in d. f, Specimen GP/2E 9666 from grey limestones 

(GL). The approximate direction of thin section (in g) extraction is marked by dashed 

line. g, Thin section (GP/L 16) of specimen in f showing calcite cement (1), vertebrae 

(2), soft- tissues (3). h, EDS maps of elemental distribution over areas (1-4) selected in 

g. Scale bars: a – 1 cm; c – 0.5 cm; d – 0.1 mm; e – 0.1 mm; f – 1.5 cm; g – 0.5 mm; h 

– 1 mm. 

 

 

Some regions possess a vesicle texture, formed by bodies of various shapes (Fig. 

2l,m). They are locally oriented in a curved fashion, yielding apparently round pockets. 

These bodies resemble muscle fibres in cross-section
7
. They are surrounded by a light 

matrix resembling endomysium (i.e. collagenous connective tissue). The pockets can be 

interpreted as fascicles (i.e. muscle bundles), separated by something like perimysium, 

which is also a connective tissue of muscle fibres. Although these are rarely preserved 

in the fossil record, their presence can open new avenues for physiological research, 

including insights into muscular functions. Locally, the outer fish margin is outlined by 

broken scales interlayered with calcite and labile-tissue that we interpret as 

carbonaceous skin (Fig. 2n,o). Integument preservation (Supplementary Note 2) yields 

evolutionary, physiological, and palaeoecological information
8
. 

Patches of orange amorphous Fe oxide/hydroxide material are commonly seen in 

BL fossils (Fig. 1c). Most rarely, these regions have 3D muscle fibres already reported 

elsewhere
5
. Fibres are sometimes fragmented and locally degraded, which is likely to be 

the effect of decay (Fig. 3a). Sometimes gaps between fibres occur, being occupied by 

wide elongated flat soft structures interpreted as sarcolemma (i.e. muscle cell 

membrane; Fig. 3a,b). Such gaps have likely resulted from decay and 

dehydration/shrinkage of sarcolemma during fossilization. These hypotheses are 
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strengthened by the presence of sarcolemma in other orientations either than of fibre 

length, as reported elsewhere
9
. Some samples have fibres subparallel to the vertebral 

column, arranged in myomeres that are connected to the dorsal column area (Fig. 3c,d). 

Some fibres possess putative cell nuclei (Fig. 3d). 
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Figure 2. SR-µXRF maps, thin section images and SEM of fish (Fig. 1f) with 

preserved carbonaceous soft-tissues. a, Area mapped by SR-µXRF of the thin section 

GP/L 16. b-d, SR-µXRF maps. b, Ca – red, Fe – green. c, Ca – red, Cu – blue. d, Zn. 

Colour brightness is proportional to element concentration, and both map horizontal and 

vertical scale axes are in mm. Elemental maps of all elements (except for Zn) are in 

Supplementary Figure 4. Thin sections GP/L 16 (e-g, j) and GP/L 17 (h, i, l-o). Dark 

opaque sinuous laminated, locally convolute muscle tissues (e-g), composed of 

alternating, differently coloured light/dark bands (h, i). Muscle tissue is composed of 

dark fibres (f, g; arrows). j, Degraded soft-tissues and bones. k, SEM micrograph of 

muscle fibre detail. l,m, Muscle fibres (mf) in cross-section, depicting 

endomysium/perimysium-like connective tissues (ct) and muscle bundles (dashed 

ellipsis). n,o, Scales are interlayered with soft-tissues (black) and calcite cement. Scale 

bars: e-g, i, j, n, o – 0.2 mm; h – 0.5 mm; k – 20 µm; l – 0.1 mm; m – 0.02 mm. 

 

 

We compared soft-tissues in distinct locations (Supplementary Figure 7). In the 

caudal fin base, fibres possess barely visible margins and are almost indistinguishable 

from each other (Fig. 3e). Fibres are composed of Fe oxide/hydroxide sub-spherical to 

spherical grains larger than 1 µm, locally merged and covered by a “fuzzy” coating 

(Fig. 3f,g). These grains replace muscles of the entire specimen. Similar grains, but 

smaller than 1 µm, are scattered within pores among larger grains (Fig. 3f). 

Furthermore, sometimes Fe oxide/hydroxide honeycomb-like texture formed by hollow 

spaces with subhedral to euhedral shape can be seen (Fig. 3g). We consider that the 

grains of up to 1 µm have likely filled those spaces, and have possibly been released 

after weathering oxidation
10

. The dorsal fin area depicts muscles arranged in layers 

along the specimen’s depth, revealing how muscles are attached to the fin base and the 

way these muscles connect to those that run along/around the column (Fig. 3h). 

Micrographs of fish anteroposterior axis details muscular insertion to vertebrae surface 

(including tendons attaching muscles to bones), multiple stages of muscle decay around 

vertebra (Fig. 4a), and confirms fibre microfabric (Fig. 4b,c). These observations 

challenge previous analysis, which claimed that fibres are rather indistinct
5
. 

Furthermore, eye area is also preserved by Fe oxide/hydroxide microfabrics (Fig. 4d,e). 
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Figure 3. SEM of Crato Member fish soft-tissues and microfabrics. The images of 

specimens analyzed, and the localization of micrographs are depicted in Supplementary 

Figures 6 and 7. a depicts fragmented and locally excavated muscle fibres subparallel to 

vertebral column. Gaps between fibres are occupied by wide elongated flat soft-

structures (sarcolemma), which also have orientations different from fibres. b, Detail of 
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sarcolemma. c shows myomeres with muscle fibres (Supplementary Figure 6). d, 

Possible nucleus (arrow). e depicts poorly-preserved muscle fibres, like diagonal ridges, 

at caudal fin base (Supplementary Figure 7). f shows that fibres are composed of Fe 

oxide/hydroxide (Supplementary Figure 2) sub-spherical to spherical grains with more 

than 1 µm (and occasionally less than this size, indicated by arrow), locally merged and 

covered by a “fuzzy” coating. The area highlighted in f, enlarged in g, depicts Fe 

oxide/hydroxide honeycomb-like texture (Supplementary Figure 2). h, Micrograph 

showing how muscles are attached to dorsal fin base via tendons and the way these 

muscles connect to those sub-parallel to column (Supplementary Figure 7). Inset details 

these observations. Microfabric composition is depicted in Supplementary Figure 2. 

Scale bars: a, d, inset in h – 20 µm; b, g – 5 µm; c – 500 µm; e – 50 µm; f – 10 µm; h – 

100 µm. 

 

 

In a BL fish, we identified a ribbon-like smooth structure with pliable aspect, 

shaping itself according to the microfabric relief underneath, resembling bacterially 

secreted extracellular polymeric substances (EPS; Fig. 4f). Indeed, it is richer in carbon 

content than microfabric (Supplementary Figure 2). Similar structures have been found 

in Crato insects
11

. In one specimen, we observed spherical spaces resembling external 

moulds of melanosomes, which will undergo further investigation. 
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Figure 4. SEM of Crato Member fish soft-tissues, microfabrics and putative 

extracellular polymeric substances (EPS).  The images of analyzed specimens, and 

the localization of micrographs are depicted in Supplementary Figures 7 and 8. a-c, 

Micrographs of fish anteroposterior axis (below dorsal fin; Supplementary Figure 7). 

Images reveal how muscles attach to vertebra (a), revealing preserved tendons (dashed 

rectangle in a), and muscles connected to tendons (big rectangle in a). b, c depict fibre 

microfabric (Supplementary Figure 2). d depicts eye preserved soft-tissues 
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(Supplementary Figure 8). e shows eye microfabric. f, Putative EPS covering grains 

(Supplementary Figure 9) in left half. Scale bars: a – 100 µm; b – 20 µm; c – 5 µm; d – 

500 µm; e – 10 µm; f – 5 µm. 

 

 

In Nova Olinda quarries, BL overlie GL
12,13

. BL have thin laminations (ca. 0.5 

mm) of dark clay interlaminated with pale pure microspar laminae (Fig. 5a,c). Organic 

matter-rich dark lenses
14

 are indistinctly scattered. BL microfacies most likely 

correspond to laminated limestones (LL)
15

. GL are composed of 1-3 mm thick layers
15

. 

Undulated dark-grey laminations rich in pyrite crystals
13

 present fine blackish material 

(likely to be clay/organic matter impurities
13,15

), and sometimes peloids (Fig. 5b,d-g). 

Such laminations are interlaminated with paler microspar-dominated layers, including 

neomorphic sparry anhedral crystals
15

. GL facies is here interpreted as Sm1 microfacies  

(clay-carbonate rythmite, CCR), which has microfaults
15

 (Supplementary Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Thin sections of the beige limestone (BL) and the grey limestone (GL) 

microfacies. Thin sections GP/L 21 (a, d), GP/L 19 (b), GP/L 18 (g), GP/L 172 (c), and 

GP/L 16 (e, f). a, BL is composed of thin laminasets of diffuse dark clay laminae (detail 

in c), interlaminated with pale pure microspar laminae. Elongated dark to rounded 

organic matter-rich dark lenses
14

 are indistinctly scattered. This facies is interpreted as 

the laminated limestone (LL) Sm5 microfacies
15

. b, GL is composed of dark-grey 

undulated laminasets formed by thin laminae with fine blackish scattered material, 

likely clay/organic matter impurities
13,15

 (detail in d). Laminasets are interlaminated 

with paler microspar-dominated laminae. Scattered non-oriented detrital quartz is 

indicated by arrow. GL microfacies is interpreted as Sm1, a clay-carbonate rythmite 

(CCR)
15

. Besides GL having significantly fewer dark lenses than BL, the clay/organic 

matter-rich laminasets are more frequent, regularly distributed, thicker and have more 

and closer-packed laminae. c, Detail of BL dark laminae. d, Detail of GL dark laminae, 

showing concentration of pyrite
13

. e, Thin section of GL depicting microspar-dominated 

level (top) and clay-rich laminaset (bottom). f, Image in e with crossed-nicols showing 

neomorphic sparry crystals (arrows). g, GL clay-rich level with peloids. Scale bars: a – 

1 mm; b – 2 mm; c – 0.02 mm; d – 0.1 mm; e – 0.5 mm; f – 0.5 mm; g – 0. 2 mm. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

Pyritized Fishes 

In BL, the concentration of P together with Ca in bones, indicates that original 

hydroxyapatite is probably unaltered. Fe dominance in soft-tissues reflects iron 

oxides/hydroxides concentrated in these regions. Thus, the presence of S can be 

explained by sulphate resulting from pyrite oxidation. Arthropods in BL occur as 

hematite/goethite replacements after pyrite
11

. Similarly, we consider that fish soft-

tissues in BL were originally preserved by pyrite, later oxidized
16

, as previously 

suggested
5
. Microfabrics are composed of Fe oxide/hydroxide sub-spherical to spherical 

grains, which we interpret as framboidal pyrite pseudomorphs
17

. However, the fuzzy 

coating makes it difficult to assess whether grains are composed of microcrysts and 

their characteristics. Nevertheless, this composition is strengthened by the honeycomb-

like texture that resembles framboids. Regarding the hollow spaces (formerly 
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microcryst filled), their morphology, size, and organization are regular
17

. The sphericity 

variation plus microcryst size/morphology depend on the framboid formation steps: 

nucleation/growth of iron monosulphides (mackinawite), transition to greigite, 

aggregation of greigite microcrystals, and conversion to pyrite
17

, although greigite is not 

always required
18

. Size variation might reflect redox conditions, which influence 

framboid growth
19

. Framboids formed within H2S rich waters are smaller (< 10 µm) 

than those from oxic/dysoxic basins (> 10 µm)
19

. The former seems to be our case, 

although caution must be taken into consideration in such interpretations
20

. 

Additionally, the observed framboid size variation requires variable pyrite nucleation 

rates and iron/sulphate diffusion balance over time
6,16,18

. Initially, labile-tissue high 

decay rates yield pyrite supersaturation, inducing nucleation, favouring framboid 

precipitation (high Eh)
18

. This diminishes organic matter availability for SRB over time, 

decreasing framboidal pyrite nucleation rates and, thus, sulphide fuels crystal growth
6
, 

as suggested for the Eocene London Clay plants
21

 and Cambrian animals
16

. 

Iron monosulphides nucleate due to sulphide supersaturation favoured by 

organic matter
17

. Indeed, framboids have been widely associated to decay
22,23

 and 

researchers demonstrated the role of biofilms for framboid development
20,24

. 

Framboidal pyrite is found replacing Crato Member insects, which was interpreted as 

bacterially induced mineralization
11

. Framboidal pyrite is also ubiquitous in other 

Konservat-Lagerstätten
16,25,26

. Moreover, high abundance of Cu, Zn, and Pb in fish 

labile-tissues suggests microbial activity
27,28

. This condition may also reflect the 

incorporation of these metals into pyrite, which is favoured by high pyrite precipitation 

mainly in anoxic-sulphidic environments
29

. This is consistent with fish microfabrics and 

elemental sedimentary availability, supported by trace metal occurrence in the matrix 

(Fig. 1b). Taken together with geochemical and mineralogical evidence, putative EPS 

also point to bacterially-induced pyrite production. It is noteworthy that pyritization has 

occurred during lacustrine carbonate deposition, considering that sulphate is depleted in 

freshwater systems
30

. Pyritization is commonly recorded in siliciclastic marine 

deposits
16,25,31,32

, and subordinately terrigenous lacustrine settings
33

, from oxic
25,31,34

 to 

dysoxic/anoxic
33

 water columns. 

Soft-tissue preservation depends mainly on early diagenetic authigenic 

mineralization
35

 during anaerobic decay, when geochemical gradients
36

 and chemical 

reactions involving several oxidants yield Corg mineralization
35

. However, pyritization 
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requires special conditions
37

. In this context, labile-tissues worked as Corg source for 

pyritization, while sediment provided iron and sulphate. Regarding palaeolake water 

column O2 stratification
2,14,38

, anoxic bottom waters yielded an either shallow or absent 

oxic zone with prevailing aerobic decay
34

 and, thus, shallow bacterial iron/sulphate-

reduction zones
39

. Shallow SRZ also have high iron concentrations, which enhances SR 

and pyritization
37

. At Corg decay sites, hydrogen sulphide (H2S) is formed and 

subsequently fixed by Fe
2+ 

through iron-monosulphide (FeS) formation, a process which 

occurs in sulphide-poor, Fe-rich porewaters
37

, and widely explains pyritization
25,31

. In 

fact, gypsum, a possible sulphate source, does not occur in planar laminated 

microfacies
14

, which we regard as BL. Therefore, muscles have likely provided intense 

SR, which must be high in non-marine settings to provide pyritization
37

. Indeed, less 

degraded Corg yields high sulphate-reduction rates
40

. Furthermore, sedimentary organic 

matter is low in BL, possibly owing to oxidation caused by bottom spells of 

freshwater
14

, or by water stratification
41

. Otherwise, pyritization would have been 

widespread hindering fish mineralization
35

, as proposed for the exceptional preservation 

at Ordovician Beecher’s Trilobite Bed
31

, Devonian Hunsrück Slate
25

, and Cambrian 

Chengjiang Biota
16

. Anyway, the lack of scavengers and burrowers, owing to water 

column stratification, favoured exceptional preservation
2
. 

We observed that, in the same specimen, some regions have framboids not 

associated with soft-tissues whereas other regions have 3D muscles, particularly central 

trunk muscles surrounding the dorsal portion of the vertebral column, which is indeed 

the least decay-prone fish segment
42

. Myosepta (i.e. collagen boundary between 

myomeres) has not been preserved in our samples. Moreover, some fishes have fibres 

organized in myomeres, while others have non-organized muscle fibres, revealing a 

preservational gradient. Taphonomic experiments carried out on amphioxus, lampreys, 

and fishes have showed that ventral myomere portion is lost before dorsal one, and gaps 

develop between myomeres as they shrink after 6 decay-days
42

 (Supplementary Figure 

6). Interestingly, some specimens with good muscle fibre preservation have evidence 

for integument rupture (Supplementary Figure 6; Supplementary Note 2), which should 

have enhanced SRB and sulphate and Fe entrance within carcasses, followed by 

pyritization. In addition, preserved area extension and preservational fidelity are usually 

higher in smaller specimens, while bigger ones have only very localized poor soft-tissue 

preservation. This pattern is expected as smaller carcasses are more readily pyritized 
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owing to the following factors: iron and sulphate required contents are lower; and 

fixation of sulphide by iron
37

 is faster owing to lower H2S production due to the already 

lower amount of decay-prone organic matter. Regarding eye preservation, the lens 

(which seems to be present in our specimen) is the least decay-prone eye structure, 

lasting more than 300 days under decay, as revealed by taphonomic experiments on 

lampreys
42

. 

Surprisingly, fish muscles are not phosphatized. Since fish soft-tissues are 

usually preserved by substrate microfabrics, phosphate crystals grow directly in decay 

sites, requiring high readily phosphate contents from external sources
9,30

. Therefore the 

lack of phosphatized tissues can be explained by three main factors. Firstly, as already 

mentioned, BL has low Corg and associated phosphate accumulation
30,35

, which controls 

mineralization
36

 preventing enough phosphate accumulation to inhibit calcite 

formation
30

. Secondly, phosphatization is enhanced at Ca-depleted continental basins
43

, 

which is not the case of the Crato palaeolake. Finally, high phosphate concentration 

buffers sulphide genesis
36

, so it must have been low to enable pyritization. Interestingly, 

Crato Member pterosaur phosphatized soft-tissues
3
 suggest that this process was taxon-

controlled and localized in certain tissues, though palaeoenvironmental influence cannot 

be discarded. 

 

Kerogenized Fishes 

We consider that GL fish carbonaceous soft-tissues underwent kerogenization
44

, 

evidenced by soft-tissue black colour, C composition
16

, lack of microfabrics, and 

isotropy at crossed nicols
44

. Moreover, micro-Raman data reveal D and G bands of 

disordered carbon (Supplementary Figure 3), here considered kerogen since the 

association of the carbonaceous material to a well-known biogenic source and the low 

thermal imprint in the Crato unit
38

 make other processes of disordered carbonaceous 

material genesis
45

 very unlikely. 

Cement filled vertebrae and inter-bone gaps have Mn concentration, just like 

matrix, revealing cement composition is either derived from matrix dissolution-

reprecipitation during diagenesis and/or might reflect weathering-formed pyrolusite, 

which is frequently seen in Crato limestones
2
. Moreover, we interpret Zn-bone 

enrichment as remnant of original bone composition. As already alleged for Zn 

correlation to Archaeopteryx bones
46

, Zn is highly-restricted to fish bones, thus not 
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showing evidence for Zn migration from surrounding sediment. Indeed, extant fish 

retain Zn in bones
47

, which might reflect dietary availability also influencing 

physiological processes
48

. Furthermore, Fe and Cu are concentrated in some soft-tissue 

regions, in which high intensities of both elements are usually correlated (Fig. 2b,c). 

Regarding that evidence for mineralization has not been found, we interpret that Fe and 

Cu were incorporated to muscles during life, which is seen in extant fishes
47,49

. 

 

Preservational Model 

Here, we propose some controls that have either inhibited mineralization or favoured 

kerogenization. Firstly, according to petrography, GL facies has likely greater organic 

matter/clay, further evidenced by its darker colour
50

. This more pronounced organic 

content accounts for both disseminated pyrite and lack of fish pervasive pyritization (as 

already explained), thus revealing how carcasses passed through SRZ without being 

extensively pyritized
6
. Nevertheless, differential Corg contents cannot explain 

kerogenization alone. Secondly, the two main mechanisms for resistant organic matter 

preservation
51

, degradation-recondensation and selective preservation, are not sufficient 

to explain fish muscle preservation. However, muscle lipid free aliphatic and ester-

bound molecules can origin degradation-lasting polymeric components during 

diagenesis, yielding kerogen. Moreover, more labile -issues undergo structural 

changes
52

, which might account for muscle kerogenization. 

A model predicting Neoproterozoic-Palaeozoic exceptional preservation by a 

kerogenization-pyritization gradient has been proposed
6
. This gradient is controlled by 

carcass residence time in distinct sediment anaerobic microbial zones
6
, particularly 

anoxic-sulphidic (pyrite production) and non-sulphidic (methanogenesis) occurring 

below water-sediment interface
53,54

. Residence time is controlled by sedimentation rate. 

Slow rates increase residence time in SRZ yielding soft-tissue pyritization, while faster 

rates lead to short residence time in this zone, favouring kerogenization in 

methanogenesis zone
6
. Fatty acids with more than two carbons and aromatic chains are 

not degradable by methanogens, therefore, fermentation helps to break-up Corg
55

. Crato 

carbonate genesis had intense microbial influence, including SR bacteria and 

methanogens
14

. GL facies, with kerogenized fish soft-tissues, has evidence for higher 

terrigenous influx to the lacustrine setting (e.g. clay/organic matter levels and peloids), 

which increased burial rates (Fig. 6). The rounded peloids are restricted to specific 
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layers, suggesting that they were deposited during sedimentary pulses
50

. Alternatively, 

their round shape might point to in situ formation by microbial precipitation
50

. In fact, 

the variable terrigenous input has been controlled by climatic conditions (humid versus 

arid)
14,15

. Even taking that clay contribution has probably not yielded thick deposits at 

short intervals, the explanation above is sound. Indeed, it is known that slight depth  

changes (mm/cm-scale) are enough to change geochemical zones through sediment
54,56

. 
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Figure 6. Taphonomic proposal for pyritization and kerogenization in the Crato 

Member. The upper and lower diagrams show bacterial respiration processes (NR – 

Nitrate Reduction, MR – Manganese Reduction, IR – Iron Reduction, SR – Sulphate 

Reduction, M - Methanogenesis) on the left. The correspondent reactions are seen at 

figure bottom. Electron acceptor curves used in these respiration processes are depicted, 

showing electron acceptor depletion from right to left (indicated by arrow at figure top). 

Sediment depth is represented by vertical arrow. Either pyritized (upper diagram) or 

kerogenized (lower diagram) fossils are represented by an ellipsis, located in the 

correspondent simplified sediment geochemical zone (sulphidic or methanic). Curves of 

respiration geochemical products are depicted on the right, showing increase from left 

to right. We propose that BL (upper diagram) has been deposited at lower sedimentation 

rates than GL (lower diagram) facies, as evidenced by greater terrigenous clay/organic 

matter content and peloid levels in GL. Variable sedimentation rates are explained by 

transgressive-regressive climatic cycles
15

. As a consequence, carcasses in BL have 

remained longer in the sulphidic zone, whereas carcasses in GL have both entered more 

rapidly and spent more time in the methanic zone, respectively yielding pyritized and 

kerogenized labile-tissues. In addition, variable cement contents in different carbonate 

facies
38

 plus clay in GL facies could have diminished sulphate percolation downwards, 

narrowing the sulphidic zone. The hypotheses we propose are based on references 6, 57. 

Microbial respiration process zonation and reactions, geochemical zonation, plus 

electron acceptor and geochemical product curves are based on reference 54. 

 

 

Besides the differential sedimentation rate hypothesis, Crato carbonate facies 

have varied cement contents
38

, which altogether with clay in GL facies, possibly have 

diminished sulphate percolation downwards, narrowing SRZ
6
. The low microspar 

porosity might have enhanced this effect, also contributing to narrow other microbial 

zones, eliminating the need of very high sediment amounts to move carcasses through 

these zones. This would have led to premature sulphate exhaustion by SR, both hasting 

methanogenesis onset
53

 and preventing sulphide migration downwards and pyrite 

precipitation in the methanogenesis zone
54

. This mechanism of cement-triggered bed-

capping affecting sulphate diffusion has been proposed for Burgess Shale-type 

preservation
57

. Anyway, a sedimentological-controlled preservational-fidelity gradient 
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does exist since pyritization has recorded 3D muscle tissues, sarcolemma, putative cell 

nuclei, tendons, and eyes while kerogenization has yielded connective tissues, 

integument, and compressed/distorted muscle fibres. 

 

Material and methods  

We have analyzed samples and thin sections (Supplementary Table) of the fossil fish 

Dastilbe crandalli. Although the exact provenance of this material was not specified 

after collection, it belongs to the Crato Member (Santana Formation, Araripe Basin, 

north-east Brazil) and is deposited in the Palaeontological Scientific Collection of the 

Institute of Geosciences of the University of São Paulo (USP). 

 Thin sections cross-cutting rock lamination and fossils were prepared. While 30 

µm-thick thin sections with cover slips were used for rock and soft-tissue description, 

thin sections, thicker than 30 µm (ca. 50 µm) devoid of cover slips were employed in 

geochemical and scanning electron microscopy analyzes. The latter present more rock 

volume than usual 30 µm thin sections, yielding enhanced signal for mapping
5
. We took 

images from thin sections in transmitted light mode. 

 Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) analyzes were performed in the 

Institute of Physics of USP (IF-USP). We used a portable equipment setup that consists 

of a mini Amptek X-ray tube of Ag anode and a silicon drift detector (SDD), with 125 

eV FWHM for the 5.9 keV line of Mn. The measurements were carried out with 30 kV 

voltage and 5 µA current and with an excitation/detection time of 100 s. Data were then 

processed in the software WinQXAS and Microsoft Excel
®

. The SR-µXRF 

measurements were made at the XRF beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron Light 

Laboratory (LNLS)
58

 in micro-beam mode, using polychromatic excitation, filtered with 

Fe and Al foil. A KB focusing system was employed to achieve a beam size of 

approximately 12 x 25 μm. Mappings were made with 20 μm steps. The accumulation 

time was of 0.2 s per point, and acquisition was made in fly-scan mode. Control spectra 

were collected in both the glass slide and the glue used for thin-section preparation, as 

well as in untreated fossils and their host rock to ensure that fossils real data were 

actually being measured in thin sections. All data were treated using the PyMca 

software
59

 for the creation of elemental concentration qualitative maps. 

Soft-tissue micro-investigation was carried out by Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM), using a JEOL JSM-6010 LA microscope and a FEI Quanta 650 
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FEG microscope at the Brazilian Nanotechnology National Laboratory (LNNano) and at 

the Laboratory of Technological Plasmas (LaPTec) of the São Paulo State University 

(UNESP). In order to avoid surface charging during micrograph acquisition, some 

samples were coated with a thin layer of gold-palladium in a DESK-V HP Cold 

Etch/Sputter system. We used an X-ray Dry SD Hyper (EX-94410T1L11) detector for 

Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) microanalysis. We yielded point spectra 

and maps of samples and thin sections, enabling the evaluation of elemental distribution 

among distinct fossil regions. We avoided EDS of coated samples. 

Raman spectroscopy was performed both at the Research Unity in Astrobiology, 

Laboratory of Astrobiology (NAP/Astrobio-USP) and at the Laboratory of Molecular 

Spectroscopy (LEM) of the Institute of Chemistry of USP. Raman data were collected 

in micro mode with two different Renishaw inVia micro-Raman systems coupled to 

confocal light microscopes, one with 532 nm excitation laser line, and another with 785 

nm excitation line. Equipment was set to provide spectral resolutions of about 4 cm
-1

, 

being calibrated by the Si band at 520.7 cm
-1

. We used a 20X objective lens, exposure 

times of 10s and 15s, and laser powers of 0.05 % and 5%. Point spectra were produced 

using both Renishaw WiRE
TM

 4.1 and Origin
®

8 software. Data were interpreted using 

the RRUFF database. 
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Supplementary information 

Supplementary Table – List of analyzed samples and thin sections 

Samples Thin sections Facies (GL - grey limestones; BL - beige limestones) 

GP/2E 9666 
GP/L 16, GP/L 

17 
GL 

GP/2E 9006 
GP/L 18, GP/L 

19 
GL 

GP/2E 

7781g 

GP/L 20, GP/L 

21 
BL 

GP/1E 9435 GP/L 172 BL 

GP/2E 9005 
 

GL 

GP/2E 9014 
 

BL 

GP/2E 

7786f  
BL 

GP/2E 

7913e  
BL 

GP/2E 

7782j  
BL 

GP/2E 

7780e  
BL 
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Geological context: General overview 

Located in north-eastern Brazil, the Araripe Basin (Supplementary Figure 1a,b) is a rift 

basin formed during the break-up of Gondwana
1
. The Aptian-Albian Santana 

Formation
2,3

 is the most studied unit in the Araripe Basin, especially owing to its 

abundant fossil record and its rock commercial value
4
. This formation lies above the 

Aptian-Albian
2
 Barbalha Formation, and below the Mesoalbian Araripina Formation. In 

addition, the Santana Formation is divided into two subunits: in the bottom, the Late 

Aptian Crato Member (with the Ipubi Layers at top), and in the top, the Late Aptian-

Early Albian Romualdo Member
1,2

. Additionally, exceptional preservation occurs in 

both members, conferring them a status of Konservat- and Konzentrat-Lagerstätten
5,6,7

, 

and references therein. 

The Crato Member (Supplementary Figure 1c), wherein the studied fossils were 

unearthed, is composed of six carbonate lacustrine beds (clay-carbonate rythmites 

overlaid by laminated limestones) interbedded with deltaic shales, siltstones, and 

sandstones
1,8

. Evidence for preserved microfossils, EPS, and organomineralization 

suggest that the Crato carbonates were precipitated primarily by microbial activity
9
. 

Carbonate facies, which have varied organic matter contents, were deposited in a 

restricted basin under low energy in anoxic or dysoxic bottom water conditions, as 

evidenced by well-preserved palynomorphs, amorphous organic matter preservation and 

iron oxide-hydroxides after pyrite
9,10

. In addition, the analysis of the limestone facies 

suggests six transgressive-regressive cycles, controlled mainly by climate cycles (humid 

and dry conditions) and tectonics
8,9

. Located above the Crato Member, the Ipubi Layers 

record evidence for a transitional setting (evaporitic/lacustrine to lagoon/marine), where 

thick (ca. 30 m) beds of gypsum and anhydrite occur and are overlaid by shales and 

sandstones
1,11

. 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Geologic unit of the studied fossils. a, The Araripe Basin. 

b, Localization of the Araripe Basin in Brazil. c, Representative lithostratigraphic 

column of the Crato Member. c is modified from ref. 9. 

 

Supplementary note 1 – General overview of Dastilbe crandalli 

Dastilbe crandalli (Gonorynchiformes: Chanidae) is the most common fish from the 

Crato Member. Its standard length is ca. 100 mm, although specimens up to 210 mm are 

also found. D. crandalli also occurs in the following Brazilian north-eastern 

sedimentary basins: Sergipe-Alagoas, Parnaíba, São Francisco, Tucano, Pernambuco-

Paraíba, besides in Rio Benito, Equatorial Guinea
12

. A Middle Cretaceous vicariance 

involving the Chanidae clade, particularly between South America (Tharrhias, 

Dastilbe) and Africa (Parachanos) has been detected
13

. Freshwater fish dispersal was a 

common event since several marine barriers were still very narrow and probably subject 

to width variations due to sea level fluctuations
13

. Although several works deal with 

Dastilbe morphology and palaeogeographic distribution, very few use this fish as a 

taphonomic tool. In this way, the understanding of labile-tissue preservation sheds light 

on palaeoenvironmental aspects of Dastilbe habitats. 

Supplementary Figure 2. EDS point spectra. Thin sections GP/L 20 (a) and GP/L 16 

(b) and specimens GP/2E 7786f (c) and GP/2E 7913e (d). a, 1 – calcite cement, 2 – 

bone, 3 – soft-tissue. b, 1 – calcite cement, 2 – bone, 3 – soft-tissue. c, Muscle 
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microfabric composition: 1 – base of caudal fin, 2 – base of dorsal fin, 3 – muscles 

attached to vertebral column. d, 1 – microfabric, 2 – putative EPS. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Micro-Raman spectra of soft-tissues. a, Specimen GP/2E 

9005. Soft-tissues are indicated by arrow heads. Scale bar is 30 mm. b, Spectrum of 

goethite (peaks at 235, 287, and 377 cm
-1

) of BL fish GP/2E 7786f (Supplementary 

Figure 7). c, Spectrum of kerogen (D band – ca. 1366 cm
-1

; G band – ca. 1583 cm
-1

) of 

fossil in a. Intense bands (D and G bands) plus the lack of shoulder associated with the 

G band suggest that the analyzed material is both highly disordered and poorly 

geochemical mature, maybe implying that original composition has been little 

altered
14,15

. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. SR-µXRF maps of fish (GP/2E 9666) with preserved 

carbonaceous soft-tissues. a, Area mapped by SR-µXRF of the thin section GP/L 16. 

b-e, SR-µXRF maps. Image brightness is proportional to element concentration, and 

both map horizontal and vertical scale axes are in mm. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Cement types in carbonaceous fish. Thin sections GP/L 16 

(a-e) and GP/L 17 (f-h). a, Microfault in right half. b, Equigranular sparry calcite in 

mosaic filling the vertebrae, and poikilotopic sparry calcite filling tissue empty spaces 

around vertebra (arrow). c, Sparry calcite outlining bones (arrow). d, Sparry calcite 

outlining soft-tissues. e, Sparry calcite filled bones and their fractures. f, Apatite veins 

sometimes outline soft-tissue outer margin (lower half) and cut it inward (upper half). g, 

Poikilotopic sparry calcite around vertebra. h, Sparry calcite between scales. Scale bars: 

a – 2 mm; b – 1 mm; c-e – 0.2 mm; f, g – 0.5 mm; h – 0.1 mm. 

 

 

Supplementary note 2 - Comments on integument preservation 

While Crato Member pyritized fishes have rarely preserved integument, kerogenized 

specimens commonly display scales interlayered with skin remains. In the case of 

pyritization, the integument was the first massive source for microbial decay (by 

sulphate-reducing bacteria, SR), yielding high sulphide concentrations, even if 

considering integument to be less decay-prone than muscles. That very high sulphate 
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reduction rates only prompt pyrite coatings around carcasses and soft-tissues
16

 accounts 

for the red halo that usually surrounds fossils as well as the lack of integument 

preserved in beige limestone (BL) fishes. Labile-tissue pyrite coating is uneventful 

among Konservat-Lagerstätten, being recorded in Beecher’s Trilobite Bed and 

Hunsrück Slate
17

. However, Crato Member fish muscles and sometimes eyes have been 

preserved in 3D, implying that SR has not been widespread (i.e. SR rates have not been 

exceedingly high) and pyritization was more concentrated in some tissues. In this way, 

integument preservation in kerogenized fishes is coherent with methanogen degradation 

of Corg since methanogenesis yields less degradation than SR
18

. Additionally, the lack of 

skin preservation in BL specimens could be a consequence of post mortem rupture near 

head base, as seen in several specimens (Supplementary Figures 6-8). Gas escape, as 

reported in Romualdo Member (Santana Formation) fishes
19

, is not likely an 

explanation for the case of Dastilbe crandalli. Taphonomic experiments on lacustrine 

fishes (Series Otophysi, related to Series Anotophysi, in which D. crandalli is 

classified) have shown that gases produced after decay escape from original openings
20

. 

Therefore, the head-neck rupture described above can be considered a case of tetany 

(i.e. severe muscular contraction), regarding that rupture was not likely caused by 

transport
20

. Tetany is caused by (1) thermic abrupt variation, (2) salinity/alkalinity, or 

(3) anoxia. Based on the fact that among these three possibilities, the second results in 

body deformation, we considered that salinity is the most plausible cause for head-neck 

rupture in D. crandalli specimens. This hypothesis is in agreement with hypersalinity 

episodes in the Crato palaeolake
6
. 

Supplementary Figure 6. Localization of soft-tissues analyzed by SEM. a, Fossil 

GP/2E 7782j. b, Myomeres below dorsal fin (at top). Area analyzed by SEM is 

highlighted by the rectangle. c, General scheme depicting area marked in a. Scale bars: 

a – 10 mm; b – 1 mm; c – 10 mm. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Localization of soft-tissues analyzed by SEM. a, Specimen 

GP/2E 7786f. b, c, Regions imaged by SEM are highlighted by rectangles. d, General 

scheme depicting regions marked in a. Scale bars: a – 10 mm; b – 2 mm; c – 2 mm; d – 

10 mm. 

  

 

Supplementary Figure 8. Localization of soft-tissues analyzed by SEM. a, Fossil 

GP/2E 7780e. b, Detail of the eye analyzed by SEM. c, General scheme depicting area 

marked in a. Scale bars: a – 10 mm; b – 0.5 mm; c – 10 mm. 
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Supplementary Figure 9. Specimen GP/2E 7913e. Scale bar is 3 mm. 
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7. Conclusions 

The genesis of the Crato Member carbonate beds has been extensively 

investigated (Heimhofer et al., 2010; Catto et al., 2016). It is now accepted that calcite 

precipitation has been driven chiefly by a microbial mat-dwelling microbiota, including 

cyanobacteria and/or sulphate-reducing and methanogenic microorganisms (Catto et al., 

2016). These authors support their conclusions based on preserved microfossils and 

EPS. The results here shown are in agreement with the conclusions of Catto et al. 

(2016), given that EDXRF, SEM/EDS, micro-Raman, and PIXE reveal pseudomorphs 

of framboidal pyrite (Delgado et al., 2014) in association with EPS, replacing both 

insect cuticles and soft-tissues and fish labile-tissues, such as muscle cells and eyes. 

Such evidence point to pyrite organomineralization by sulphate-reducing bacteria 

(SRB). On the basis of the observation that framboidal pseudomorphs vary in size when 

comparing insect cuticle and inner areas or soft tissues, it is proposed here the balance 

between ion diffusion rates and nucleation rates of pyrite through the decaying carcasses 

accounts for this size variation. EDS and synchrotron micro-XRF further suggest that 

insects may have also been phosphatized, albeit with minor contribution than pyrite. 

Moreover, SEM, EDS, and micro-Raman show that fish muscles, skin, and connective 

tissues are kerogenized, which is interpreted here as a result of methanogen activity. 

EDXRF, EDS and PIXE geochemical data reveal that originally pyritized insects 

and fishes have higher Cu and Zn concentrations in comparison with their host 

carbonate. This has most likely occurred because of Cu/Zn incorporation in pyrite 

crystals during nucleation (Huerta-Diaz and Morse, 1992). Nevertheless, biofilms could 

have enhanced element-fixing in decaying carcasses (Kan et al., 2013), particularly 

those around/within insects since chitin has chemical affinity with Cu and Zn 

(Neugebauer, 1986). Regardless of the previous hypotheses, these elements are shown 

to bond to organic matter (Šípková et al., 2013). Anyway, the importance of metal 

fixation in decaying carcasses undoubtedly enhances mineralization. On the other hand, 

Zn is concentrated in the bones of kerogenized fishes, while Fe and Cu occur in some 

soft-tissue regions and seem to be correlated. Such patterns are interpreted here as 

derived from metal accumulation during life, mainly considering that no evidence for 

mineralization has hitherto been found in kerogenized fishes. 
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The following evidence suggest sediment anoxic conditions: (1) lack of 

bioturbation (Heimhofer and Martill, 2007), (2) pyritized fossils, and (3) possibly 

microbial mats (Catto et al., 2016) that could have sealed the substrate, reducing O2 

diffusion (Gehling, 1999). Therefore, well-known factors that control exceptional fossil 

preservation helped in soft-tissue preservation in the Crato Member. In addition, it is a 

consensus that sediment has a key role in fossil mineralization (Gehling, 1999; 

Sagemann et al., 1999), which is the main control of labile-tissue fossilization (Allison, 

1988). Following this rationale, the absence of bioturbation (and substrate oxygenation) 

provided a shallow sulphate reduction zone, thus favouring pyritization (Callow and 

Brasier, 2009). Moreover, low organic contents in the laminated limestones (Neumann 

et al., 2003) explain widespread insect and fish pyritization. There have to be few 

nucleation sites (i.e. low widespread organic matter contents) within sediment to enable 

fixation of SRB-produced sulphide by Fe
2+ 

in decaying carcasses sites, leading to 

pyritization (Allison, 1988). It is here considered that organic matter mineralization 

(pyritization) and kerogenization have taken place, respectively, within anoxic-sulphidic 

and anoxic-non-sulphidic sedimentary zones. In addition, low microspar porosity plus 

varied cement contents among carbonate beds (Heimhofer et al., 2010), along with clay, 

might have led to the narrowing of microbial zones owing to the limitation of migration 

of both electron acceptors and microbial respiration geochemical products downwards, 

thus controlling mineralization (Gaines et al., 2012; Schiffbauer et al, 2014). 

In the particular case of fishes, the hypothesis of palaeoenvironmental-driven 

taphonomic variation has been tested. Light petrography, geochemical, and SEM data 

reveal two preservational pathways - pyritization and kerogenization - that have 

accounted for exceptional soft-tissue fossilization. Petrographic thin sections of 

carbonates bearing distinctly preserved fossils show variations in clay and organic 

matter contents, thus indicating two different facies: (1) beige limestones (BL), which 

bear originally pyritized fossils, thinner and less frequent dark clay/organic matter rich 

laminae than (2) grey limestones (GL), which host kerogenized fishes. It is proposed 

that GL were deposited under higher terrigenous influence than BL, implying that 

sedimentary rates have most likely been higher in the former. As a consequence, fish 

decaying carcasses would have been buried faster in GL, placing carcasses faster within 

the methanogenesis zone, where kerogenization took place. On the other hand, fishes 

would have been buried more slowly in BL, making them spend more time in the 
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sulphate-reduction zone, yielding ubiquitous pyrite precipitation. Schiffbauer et al. 

(2014) proposed this pyritization-kerogenization gradient for Precambrian metazoan 

fossilization. 

It is noteworthy that pyritized soft-tissues follow a preservational-fidelity 

degree, with some regions being dominated by scattered goethite pseudomorphs, and 

3D muscle fibres organized in myomeres, at both extremes of the preservational 

gradient. Finally, pyritized and kerogenized labile-tissues also reveal a preservational-

quality gradient, besides selectivity of preserved tissues. While the former have 3D 

muscle tissues, sarcolemma, putative cell nuclei, tendons, and eyes, the latter display 

connective tissues, integument, and compressed/distorted muscle fibres. This pattern 

agrees both with the well-known preference of kerogenization of more recalcitrant 

tissues and mineralization of labile-tissues (Butterfield, 1995), and with the time elapsed 

between both processes. 

Finally, some questions raised during this research still remain open for debate, 

such as (1) whether chemical elements (e.g. Zn, Cu, Pb) are isolated, incorporated in 

pyrite crystals, or associated to other minerals; (2) search for apatite crystals replacing 

insects; (3) test the pyritization-kerogenization preservational gradient hypothesis for 

insects and plants, for example, with controlled sampling in multiple locations; (4) test 

the influence of cement bed-capping to pyritization; and (5) further understand the 

influence of distinct taphonomic pathways to preservational fidelity. 
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1. Introduction
Paleobiology studies the history and evolution of life 

on Earth by the means of fossil record. However, this is not 
an easy task. During the fossilization process, taphonomy 
(everything that occurs after the death of an organism, 
until its burial and discovery by the paleontologist)1 can 
alter the morphology of the organism, hide important 
structures and build artifacts that can lead paleontologists 
to misinterpretations2-4.

Worldwide, in just a few years, the use of a series of 
advanced and/or high resolution techniques, mostly non-
destructive, has proved to be important for the study of very 
old and rare well preserved fossils, in order to assist the 
work of paleontologists. The application of these techniques 
(e.g. Raman and FT-IR spectroscopies5,6, X ray microCT7-9, 
NanoSIMs10) to the study of fossils has expanded research 
in paleobiology and led it to a higher level of sophistication, 
and it is called paleometry11.

Inspired in the well established Brazilian archaeometry 
which studies archaeological, etnographical and the so called 
patrimonial materials12-16, the application of paleometrical 
techniques to the study of many Brazilian fossils is still 
growing17-21 and opening new perspectives to deepen our 

knowledge of the biological affinities and paleoecological 
aspects. Some exceptionally well-preserved fossils (e.g. 
the Ediacaran Corumbá Group and the Cretaceous Araripe 
Basin) have become, in fact, scientific challenges to the 
development of twenty-first century Brazilian paleobiology. 
Now, our new paleontology requires, not only the basic 
description of the oldest forms of life on Earth, but also an 
understanding and foundation of most modern concepts 
and methodological assumptions to bring extinct contexts 
to life. For Brazilian paleontologists, paleometrical 
techniques have proved to be important, for example, 
both for the elucidation of the chemical composition of 
paleoinvertebrate skeletons22,23, and to understand the 
processes of fossilization and paleoenvironment in contexts 
of climate and geochemical changes in the past20.

In this work, the potential of some of these techniques 
to the study of invertebrate fossils collected in different 
and important paleontological sites in Brazil, as seen in 
Figure 1: Corumbella werneri from the Corumbá group 
(Ediacaran); Unionoida freshwater mollusk from the Bauru 
Group (Cretaceous); and insects of the Crato Formation from 
the Araripe Basin (Cretaceous) is presented. The data here 
compiled is important both to the paleobiological insights 
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and in the field of materials characterization in order to boost 
paleometry in Brazil.

2. Paleontological Aspects and Motivation
Corumbella werneri (Ediacaran, Corumbá Group) is a 

fossil preserved in marls and shales. It was considered as 
an elongated polyhedral tube: a kind of fixed life form of 
cnidarian medusas that lived ca. 543 million years ago22. 
Their fossils were firstly documented in Ladário and 
Corumbá, Brazil24. Since it was one of the first animals 
on Earth capable of building a real skeleton, studies with 
Corumbella are important to understand the origin and 
evolution of skeletonized animals on Earth.

Unionoida mollusks (Cretaceous, Bauru Group) are 
typically preserved in freshwater sandstones, indicative of 
energetic processes in paleoenvironmental reconstructions25. 
Our samples were collected in the municipality of Monte 
Alto, SP, Brazil. Paleometrical analysis has proved to be 
important to elucidate how these bivalves died and why 
the vast majority of specimens have articulated valves with 
sedimentary matrix inside.

The fossil insects from the Crato Formation (Cretaceous, 
Araripe Basin) are worldwide known for their high level 
of preservation in carbonates, including three-dimensional 
specimens with soft tissues preserved26-28. These fossils 
have important paleobiological and paleoenvironmental 
information and it is, therefore, crucial to understand 
the taphonomic processes that led to their exceptional 
preservation. Despite having been briefly discussed in 
previous studies26,29, the taphonomy of the insects of the 
Crato Formation is still an unresolved question.

3. Experimental
The fossils have been characterized at the Laboratory 

of Characterization of Materials (LMCMat) at UNESP 
(Sorocaba, Brazil), in collaboration with the Group of 
Plasmas and Materials and at the Brazilian Nanotechnology 
National Laboratory (LNNano) at CNPEM (Campinas, 
Brazil).

The chemical composition of Corumbella werneri, 
(Figure 2a) and the Unionoida freshwater mollusk 
(Figure 2b) were investigated by using Diffuse Reflectance 
Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFT) 
at LMCMat. DRIFT analysis revealed to be the most 
appropriate for IR spectroscopy due to the small amount 
of available samples and to the configuration of the 
spectrometer sample holder. For the analysis, grated powder 
of the fossils and the respective rock matrices were collected 
and dried at 50 oC. The dried powder was placed in a 
cylindrical sample cup that was partially filled with KBr 
powder, forming an upper layer with the material of interest. 
According to J. Ji et al.30, the use of unmixed layers saves 
a significant amount of time and does not interfere with 
the sensitivity to carbonates and sandstones, which are the 
main components in the analyzed fossils. The ratio of the 
amount of sample and KBr powder was kept approximately 
to 1:9. The layers were carefully pressed into the cup for the 
measurement of the sample spectra and another sample cup 
filled with only KBr powder was used for the measurement 
of the background spectrum. The analyses were carried 
out with a Jasco FT-IR 410 spectrometer in the range of 
600-4000 cm–1, with a resolution of 4 cm–1 and average of 
100 scans.

The micromorphology characterization of Corumbella 
werneri was performed at LNNano, with an electron 

Figure 1. Brazil map with the locations of geological settings where fossils used in this work occur.
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microscope FEI Quanta 650 FE in the mode of secondary 
electrons detection, with acceleration voltages of 10 kV. 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) was also 
carried out using an X-Max detector in semi-quantitative 
and mapping mode, in order to identify the distribution of 
chemical elements and compare it to FTIR results.

The fossil cricket of the Crato Formation (Figure 2c) 
was kindly lent to the researchers by IGc/USP collection 

(specimen n. GP/1E-7105). Its ultrastructure was 
characterized at LMCMat, analyzed by Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM), with a Jeol JSM6010 microscope, with 
acceleration voltage of 10 kV20. The fossil samples were 
coated with Au/Pd thin layer in order to improve the quality 
of the micrographs. EDX measurements with a Jeol Dry SD 
Hyper Detector were also applied to the sample, in order to 
identify the chemical composition of the observed structures 
on the fossil surface and inside the specimen20.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Corumbella werneri

Diffuse reflectance analyses, in Figure 3, give us 
information about the ultrastructure of the carapace of 
Corumbella werneri and the respective rock matrix. The 
main IR bands are indicated in Figure 3 and correspond to 
calcite30-32. It is worth pointing out that in the reflectance 
spectrum, the weak IR bands appear stronger than expected 
for the absorption and transmission spectra. This stems 
from the fact that in reflectance spectra there is no linear 
relationship between band intensity and concentration 
(as it occurs in transmission), and quantitative analyses by 
the DRIFT method are therefore rather complicated. The 
band in 2509 cm–1, for example, is described as very weak 
and weak in the transmission spectra presented in works of 
Miller and Wilkins33 and Huang and Kerr31, respectively, 
while it can be considered strong in our work in consistence 
with the reflectance data presented by Ji et al.30. Since the 
quantitative approach is not necessary at this point of our 
study, our research will focus on qualitative analysis that 
can provide paleobiologists with new important information.

Table 1 presents the comparison between the IR 
reflectance bands of the fossil of C. werneri and its rock 
matrix (Figure 3). The bands in the IR region from 600 
to 1500 cm–1 occur due to the four fundamental modes of 
vibration of the carbonate ion (CO3

–2): ν1 is the symmetrical 
stretching of CO (νs); ν2 is the out-of-plane bending of CO3 
(γ); ν3 is the asymmetrical stretching of CO (νas); and ν4 is 
the in-plane bending of OCO (δ)31,34 . The ν1 mode should 
be inactive in FTIR spectra due to the symmetry of the 
molecule31,35, but since the studied sample (rock + fossil) 
presents several other minor constituents and impurities 
(common in sedimentary rocks), it is possible that bands at 
1010 cm–1 for the fossil and 1160 cm–1 for the rock matrix 
are due to the ν1 mode, which theoretically would occur at 
1087 cm–1. The vibrations at 875 and 711 cm–1 correspond 
to out-of-plane and in-plane bending, respectively. Both 
are observed in the carapace reflectance spectrum, but not 
in the rock matrix spectrum, despite being a marl (kind of 
shale carbonate rich rock). From the difference in spectra 
of the fossil and the rock, we can wonder if the synthesis of 
this hard exoskeleton leads to higher concentrations of the 
calcite in the carapace than in the surrounding rock medium. 
Finally, the asymmetrical stretching mode occurs at 1452 
cm–1 as a broad band in the fossil reflectance spectrum 
with no obvious correspondent band in the rock spectrum. 
This band is actually a double degenerated band that is 
observed for pure materials as a doublet. The mixture of 
minor components in the matrix can be responsible for the 

Figure 2. Studied fossils: (a) Corumbella werneri (Ediacaran, 
Corumbá Group); (b) Unionoida freshwater mollusk (Cretaceous, 
Bauru Group). (c) Cricket (Cretaceous, Araripe Basin) from IGc/
USP collection, specimen n. GP/1E-7105.
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enlargement of each line of the doublet, in a manner that 
they cannot be interpreted. The other observed bands of IR 
Reflectance are all regarded as vibrations of the carbonate 
ion in overtone modes and combinations of the fundamental 
modes30,36. Most of them appear both in the reflectance 
spectra of the Corumbella and in the rock with different 
relative intensities.

On the other hand, the large shoulders observed in 
1000-1200 cm–1 and 1600-1800 cm–1 can be putative chitin, 
when compared with the reflectance data of analyzed chitin 
from black corals37. These shoulders are clearly not present 
in the spectrum of rock matrix, hence the assignment and 
interpretation of these will be further investigated in future 
work.

The EDX mapping (Figure 4) supports the assumption 
that there is higher concentration of calcium (attributed to 
calcite) in the carapace of Corumbella in comparison with 
the rock matrix. It is also possible to see in Figure 4c, that 
Fe atoms are more concentrated (density in gray scale) in the 

rock than in the fossil. Si, Al and O atoms were also detected 
by EDX and presented the same surface distribution as Fe 
atoms. The existence of O is related to the oxides present 
in the matrix. On the other hand, in Figure 4d, it is seen that 
Ca ions present a higher concentration in the carapace, with 
C atoms accompanying this tendency. The presence of Ca 
and C in the carapace denotes the presence of calcite in an 
organic carapace and, together with IR reflectance analysis, 
gives us evidence of a biomineralized exoskeleton.

As a technique for elemental characterization, EDX 
is important to complement IR Reflectance or FTIR 
Absorption spectroscopy. Moreover, the EDX mapping 
analysis allows the investigation of the distribution of 
element concentration with higher resolution than it could 
be achieved with IR spectroscopy.

The collected results from DRIFT and EDX 
spectroscopies reinforce, if not an entirely organic 
tegument23, at least, a weakly mineralized Corumbella 
carapace22, among one of the first skeletonized animals. 
The evolution of animal skeletogenesis could be linked to 
environmental changes, such as the oceanic chemistry, as 
well as selective pressures correlated with the appearance 
of new ecological relations, such as predator/prey ones38.

4.2. Unionoida bivalve
The same approach previously described was applied to 

the bivalve. The identified IR reflectance bands are indicated 
in the spectrum in Figure 5 and listed in Table 1.

It is noticeable that the IR spectrum of rock does not 
contain any information about its chemical composition, 
since the continuous noise is quite high when compared to 
candidates to reflection bands. This occurs due to the fact 
that sedimentary rocks, such as sandstones, can be composed 
of different kinds of minerals and organic matter.

The IR reflectance spectrum of the fossil, on the other 
hand, presents bands that are attributed to calcite, as seen 
in Table 1. Since the reddish internal part of the mollusk 
should correspond to soft tissue fossilized in the interior 

Figure 3. Diffuse reflectance infrared spectra of Corumbella werneri carapace and rock matrix. The positions of the absorption bands 
are indicated in the figure.

Table 1. Comparison of IR reflectance bands for analyzed fossils 
and their rock matrices.

Wavenumber (cm–1)

C. werneri matrix molusk matrix
3626 3622 3617 3668
2978 2983 2948 *

2878 2878 2877 *

2575 2594 2588 *

2509 2511 2508 *

--- 2360 2362 *

1795 1796 * *

1645 1641 * *

1452 * * *

1010 1160 * *

875 * 863-836 *

711 --- 700 *

*refers to undistinguished bands of continuous noise.
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Figure 4. SEM/EDX analysis of Corumbella werneri: (a) Image of the analyzed portion of carapace and rock matrix. The scale in 
photograph refers to the all four images. (b) SEM micrograph of fossil and rock; (c) EDX map of the distribution of Fe on the sample; (d) 
EDX map of the distribution of Ca on the sample. For the figures (c) and (d), the lighter spots indicate higher concentration of elements, 
while the dark regions indicate the absence of the element.

Figure 5. Diffuse reflectance infrared spectra of inner part of Unionoida bivalve and surround rock matrix. The positions of absorption 
bands that can be distinguish of the noise of spectrum of fossil are indicated in the figure.
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of the shell, the presence of calcite suggests models of 
fossilization via incorporation of calcite available in the 
internal part of the shell39,40. This can occur when the 
specimen is fossilized with closed and articulated valves, 
creating an internal system isolated from the environment. 
After death, in decomposition, closed valves may have 
solubilized, and calcite might have been trapped in the 
sediment within the valves.

4.3. Insect of the Crato Formation
SEM analysis of the fossil cricket from the Crato 

Formation was performed in order to investigate the 
characteristics of the minerals that replaced the original 
organic matter. It was found that the texture of the 
exoskeleton or carapace (Figure 6a) is different from 
the inner part of the specimen (Figure 6b). While the 
exoskeleton consists of pseudomorphs of framboidal pyrite 
>5µm in diameter, the inner portion of the fossil is filled with 
framboidal pyrite pseudomorphs with ca. 1µm of diameter. 
Pyrite is a metallic mineral with chemical formula FeS2 
(iron sulfide).The observed grains are interpreted as being 
pseudomorphs since their EDX analysis (Table 2) does not 
show the presence of sulfur in chemical composition. The 
pseudomorphs are covered with pliable structures here 
interpreted as mineralized extracellular polymeric substance 
(EPS) (Figure 7).

Data presented in Table 2, should be interpreted as an 
estimation of the chemical composition of the exoskeleton 
and the inner part of the fossil. Despite not being a 
quantitative analysis, the data gives valuable information 
about the presence or absence of key elements that can be 
associated with taphonomic and environmental processes.

EDX data supports that both external and internal 
portions of the fossils have iron and oxygen, suggesting that 
pyrite has been replaced by iron oxides/hydroxides due to 
weathering20. Furthermore, the inner part of the insects also 
presents small amounts of phosphorous and magnesium, that 
are not observed in the exoskeleton. These elements must be 
further investigated since there are is no definite evidence 

Figure 6. Photomicrographs of the minerals which constitute the fossils from the Crato Formation. (a) Exoskeleton replaced by 
pseudomorphs of framboidal pyrite (indicated by arrow; detail of a well preserved pseudomorph). (b) Interior of the fossil, with preserved 
framboidal pyrite pseudomorps.

Figure 7. Pseudomorphs of framboidal pyrite covered by 
mineralized EPS.

Table 2. Estimated chemical composition of the exoskeleton and 
inner part of the insect of Crato Formation. Data were obtained 
with EDX in semi-quantitative mode. The errors were automatic 
calculated by the analysis software.

Atomic composition (%)

element exoskeleton inner part
C 23.735 ± 0.010 24.697 ± 0.010
O 56.60 ± 0.04 60.63 ± 0.05
Na 0.575 ± 0.021 0.523 ± 0.021
Mg --- 0.369 ± 0.021
Al 0.914 ± 0.021 0.503 ± 0.021
Si 2.14 ± 0.03 1.067 ± 0.021
P --- 1.78 ± 0.03

Ca 5.51 ± 0.06 8.29 ± 0.07
Fe 10.533 ± 0.020 2.13 ± 0.13

that could relate them with intrinsic characteristics of the 
organisms neither extrinsic conditions of the environment 
or with taphonomic processes41.

The textural differences verified between the carapace 
and the inner portion of the fossil might occur due to distinct 
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mechanisms of fossilization. The presence of framboidal 
pyrite pseudomorphs, replacing and infilling the fossil 
, which possibly indicates the oxidation of previously 
precipitated pyrite framboids, as well as their coating 
by EPS, strongly suggest the activity of sulfate reducing 
bacteria during diagenesis, as suggested elsewhere29. The 
very small size of the minerals may also account for the high 
degree of fidelity of preservation of the Crato Formation 
fossil insects20.

5. Conclusion and Perspective
IR Reflectance and SEM/EDX analysis were 

successfully applied to the study of Brazilian fossils from 
different geological contexts contributing to the progress and 
broadening of paleometry in Brazil. The use of IR Reflectance 
instead of Transmittance allowed the observation of the 
bands that would appear weaker in transmission/absorption 
modes, which can be a great advantage for complex 
materials such as rocks and fossils. The EDX mapping 
showed to be an important complementary technique to: 
(a) Reflectance spectroscopy, bringing information about 
the distribution of elements on fossil surface enabling even 
higher resolution with IR analysis; (b) SEM morphological 
characterization, allowing elemental analysis of specific 
biological structures. Interpretative results contributed to 

clarify outstanding questions still open in paleobiology 
and in taphonomy, such as: (1) the understanding of 
evolutionary and geochemical trends that led to the origin 
and diversification of skeletonized animals such as the 
Corumbella; (2) the establishment of specific conditions 
that culminated in different types of fossilization in high 
energy environments, such as the Bauru Group; (3) the 
interpretation and comprehension of exceptional and rare 
well preserved soft parts, just like the case of insects from 
the Crato Formation. In this sense, paleometry has shed new 
light on material sciences studies and has opened a window 
to a brand new and exciting past for paleobiologists.
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Appendix 2 – List of specimens and thin sections 

Sample Brief description 

Facies 

(GL - grey 

limestones; BL 

- beige 

limestones) 

GP/2E 9666 Dastilbe crandalli GL 

GP/2E 9005 Dastilbe crandalli GL 

GP/2E 9006 Dastilbe crandalli GL 

GP/2E 9014 Dastilbe crandalli BL 

GP/2E 7781g Dastilbe crandalli BL 

GP/2E 7786f Dastilbe crandalli BL 

GP/2E 7913e Dastilbe crandalli BL 

GP/2E 7782j Dastilbe crandalli BL 

GP/2E 7780e Dastilbe crandalli BL 

GP/1E 9435 Insect BL 

GP/1E 7105 Insect - Orthoptera BL 

GP/1E 8440 Insect - Hemiptera BL 

GP/1E 8397 Insect - Orthoptera BL 

GP/1E 8827 Insect - Orthoptera BL 

GP/1E 6820 Insect - Indetermined exoskeleton BL 

GP/1E 10368 Insect - Orthoptera BL 

GP/1E 9137 Insect - Blattodea BL 

 

 

Sample Thin section Brief description 

GP/2E 9666 
GP/L 16, GP/L 

17 
Thin section cross-cutting rock lamination and fish 

GP/2E 9006 
GP/L 18, GP/L 

19 
Thin section cross-cutting rock lamination and fish 

GP/2E 7781g 
GP/L 20, GP/L 

21 
Thin section cross-cutting rock lamination and fish 

GP/1E 9435 GP/L 172 Thin section cross-cutting rock lamination and insect 
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